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PERMANENT MISSION OF

LEBANON _ 17
TO THE UNITED NATIONS 866 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA, NEW rORK, N. Y. 10017, (212) 355-5460.1

Ref:317/1b/159 t

December 14, 1981

E~xcellency:

1. As the Security Council is about to meet to examine the renewal
of the mandate of UNJIFIL, I am instructed bym Government to bring th,ý
follin t ouatetion and to the attention of the Council..

In Resolution 488 of 19 June 1981, renewing the mandate of the

Force, operative paragraph 5 stated:

"Reques~ts the Secretary-General to assist the Government off
Lebanon in establishing a joint phased programme of activities
to be carried out during the present mandate of UDJIFIL, aimed
at the total implementation of Resolution 425 (1978), and to
report periodically to the Council."

This paragraph and others had been included in response to a

Memorandum which we had presented on 16 June 1981, and which was attached
to your report to the Council (S/14547, Annex I). In this Memorandum, the
Government of Lebanon had explicitly requested "that the renewal of the
mandate for another term should accent the interim character of the Force
by creating the objective conditions of its success, within an immediate
time-frame and according to a phased programme of action".

The Government of Lebanon had further asked that the renewal of
the mandate be accompanied by "efforts" discussed in its various memoranda,
affirming that "only such a disposition will enable us all to overcome the
present status quo, avoid an ever-expanding state of war and attain
significant progress for the full implementation of Resolution )425 (1978)
and its clear objectives"

2. Abiding by paragraph 5 of Resolution 488 (1981), my Government had

presented on 14 July a further Memorandum, which stated its views on the
general framework and broad lines of the "Joint Phased Progriamme of
Activities", to be carried out during the present mandate. However, the
major attack launched by Israel in July, which carried the war beyond UMIFIL' S

area of operation and into the capital city of Beirut, compelled the Council
to meet again at the request of Lebanon, and on 21 July, to adopt a new

resolution, 490 (1981), calling for "an immediate cessation of all armed

attacks". The resolution also reaffirmed the "urgent appeal" made by the

President and members of the Security Council on 17 July 1981.
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3. Since then, interest has concentrated on the ceasef ire, which is
still precarious, despite the strenuous efforts deployed by UNIFIL for its
conso ation7' Israel -- and others -- have constantly challenged the efforts
of UNIFIL and have gone so far as to imperil the very safety and security of
the Forces and their headquarters, let alone the recurrent threats to invade
Lebanon by responsible Israeli political and military leaders. Whilst my
Government has obtained from the Arab Summit Conference held inT'zV-_Koocco,
Sbn 25 ovembýer, argolcmitetto this ceasefire and to Resolution 490,
we wish to reiterate here that we have never considered-the re~asefirea as
end in itself, but merely as a step towards the full implementation of
ReoutiTET 425, and the deployment of UNIFIL in the totality of the area of
operations assigned to it by Resolution 426 (1978). As a matter of fact,
this attitude by the Lebanese Government has also met with the unanimous
support from the members of the League of Arab States in the above-mentioned
Resolutions of the Fez Summit, which stipulated that South Lebanon should be
"under the exclusive authority of the Lebanese State", and resolved "to
support the Lebanese Government's efforts to deploy the Lebanese Army in the
South, enabling it to carry out its national responsibilities". (S/14779 of
3 December 1981).

4. In light of what has preceded, m oenet hl geigi

principle to a further renewal of the mandate of UNIFIL, requests th-at t-l~is
r~enewal should--in -no way become a mechanical c~o~nfi~rmati on or tne present
siutin Quite to the contrary, tENE Government of Lebanon feesvr strongly
that t-he Security Council must take the necessary steps to enable UNIFIL to
attain the objectives of Resolution 425, according toa phased programme of
action, to be agreed upon with the Secretary-General, within an immediate time-
frame. More explicitly, the Government of Lebanon feels that among the
conditions that should be vrTnm aung the success of U1NIFILin
fully implementing its mandate, the following are particularly imnportant:

a) an injunction by the Council, calling on Israel to withdraw
forthwith _from the border area where UNIFIL has- not ýbeen_ allowed
as yet to deploy;

b) an airticulation of the prerogatives of UITFIL, enabling the
Force to carry out its_ mandae in the face of all violations, and
to deploy, fully unimpeded, in the totality of its area of
operations up to the internationally recognized boundaries, using,
if and when necessary, as a deterrent, its right of self-defense as
clearly defined in the Secretary-Geaural's report of 19 March 1978
(S/12611), and confirmed by Resolution 426 (1978), and later
restated in many resolutions, particularly in Resolution 488 (1981);

c) an--increase in the number of the Force by no less than one
thousand troops, to make future deployment possible, and, mp-re
immediately, to seal the present area of operations;

d) a reactivation of the General Armistic A ýremn of 1949, as
calle~d for by a number of recent Security Council resolutions;

e) a clear support--from the Security Counci o the- phacod
programme of activities_,_pr~o-vidin~gfor assistance by UNIFIL to the
Governme~nt of Lebanon in deploying its ownm forces and "ensuring ihe
return of its effective authority", in accordance with paragraph 3
of Resolution 425 (1978).
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5. The Government of Lebanon wishes to express its appreciation to
all the Governments and parties concerned who, when consulted, expressed,
with frankness and candour, their viev~s on the difficulties to be encountered
in meeting those conditions. Fully conscious of those difficulties, the
Government of Lebanon feels, nonetheless, that the renewal of the mandate
of UNIFIL will not be significant, if not addressed by the Council in this
perspective, and if UNIFIL is not given the means by which Resolution 425
will be rendered fully implementable.

6. The Government of Lebanon takes this opportunity to reiterate
their extreme- aprecpo toMuprsnly r. Secretary-General, to the
Under-Secretary-General for Special Political. Affairs, UL,_rian Urquhart,

adto all the members of the Secretariat involved in supervising peace-
k~eeping operations. As for the officers and soldiers of UNIFIL, their
continued sacrifice in preserving international peace and security in Lebanon
and beyond commands our gratitude and the world's recognition.

7. May I request that this letter be distributed as an official
document of the Security Council.

.Please accept,
consideration.

Excellency, the assur,

H.E. Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, N.Y., 10017

- ,. .. . .*. * {�* 4
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Excellency:

I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of the
resolution adopted by the Twelfth Arab Sumitmf Conference on
November 25th, 1981, in Fez, Morocco, regarding the situation
in Lebanon.

I request that this resolution be circulated as an
official document of the General Assembly, under item 33 of
the agenda, entitled, "The Situation in the Middle East".

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Permanent Representative

H.E. Mr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary General
United Nations
New York, N.Y., 10017
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S E COND :Consolidating the aiea 9f operations of UNIFIL

by *measures designed to guarantee the salfety of the force and

insure its ability to perform securely and succeed in transforming

the whole area into a 11 Zone of Peace "*To this effect, it is

imperative to close immediately the var-Ious gaps in the present

area of operations, particularly those previously or curren~tly

used for military penetration and acts of aggression described

in the Secretary General's repc'r-_s. 7b this effect, it is

becoming ~more and more urgent to enhance the deterrent capability

of the force, iripli-cit.in its definit'ion as " an intearated and

Seff.icient miýitary unit ", us-ing if and when necessary Lebanese

Army and internal Securi ty forces.

7:-1 '-D Developing t.T-i method's of action of UNIFIL, its

freedomr, of movement,in, co-njunction~ wit', the Lebanese forces, its

capacity to"'observe and prevent violations of the Mandate and

generally articulatcp its ability to prevent the hostilities.

7 - To at-tain such ol 1jrtives, it will be necessary to

coordinate mi-litary and diplortatic action, within a comnprehensiv'e

scheme. In addition to current peacc 3kc-eping acti-.ities undertalen

* by UNIFIL's command, and the constant contacts with the parties,

it appears to us that the Secret-ary General may7 fin~d it necessary

a n3 s u it aLbe, within his prero;:atives and~ the terms oil reference and

C*Uidelines agreed to by the Cour.c-ia, to further promcte his action

in the following directions&

One : Consolidate and further activate the eff'L'orts under-

tak-en by governments which are inl a position to assist UNIFIL,

according to the SUCCCssi-ve Security Council !-,.esolutions, and

partic-u~ay' y the troop.-contributo~rs.

I -/'~* 0
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

The attached paper contains draft observations which could be used

as a basis for a reply to the memorandum dated 1~4 July 1981 submitted

by the Lebanese Government to the Secretary-General concerning the

preparation of a joint phased programme of activities for UNIFIL (A

copy off the Lebanese memorandum also attached).

General Callaghan intends to discuss those observations informally

with Ambassador Theni before submitting his comments to us. However,

the latter apparently is not yet ready to do so.

Needless to say, when General Callaghan's comments are received

and a final draft reply is prepared in the light of those comments,

the next text will be submitted to the Secretary-General for his

approval.

15 September 1981



OBSERVATIONS ON THE LEBANESE MEMORANDUM
OVhJULY Fl98l CONCERNING THE PREPARATION

OF A JODINT PS..-PIOGR MFAC T :V T IESF ,-,

Opragrphs 2-5

The Secretary-General is fully conscious of his responsibilities

Security Council resolution 488 and will of course assist the Lebanese

Government in every possible way in establishing a joint phased progrie

of activities to be carried out during the present mandate of.UNIFIL.

The Secretary-General appreciates the efforts made by the Lebanese

Government in increasing the Lebanese civilian and military presence in

southern Lebanon. The progress achieved in this field will certainly

enhance the implementation of the UNIFIL mandate. However, as the

Secretary-General has pointed out, the essential condition which would

enable UNIFIL to fulfil its mandate, namely the full co-operation of all

parties concerned, has still not"been met.

Paragr~aph 66

Following are comments on the immediate objectives of the required

plan of action as listed in the Lebanese memorandum:

FIRST: We fully concur in the importance and urgency of securing the

full deployment of UNIFIL in the totality of the area of operations up to

the internationally recognized boundaries. If this main objective could be

achieved, the other immediate objectivejlisted in the Lebanese memorandum

should not be difficult to achieve either by UNIFIL (increase of UNIFIL

positions in the enclave), or by the Lebanese Government (dissolution of

the "de facto forces") or by both of them (maintenance of peace and security,

return to normal life and the resumption of reconstruction and development).

SECOND: We assume that the expression "area of operations" under this

heading ffieand the pi~ds nt area of deployment of UNIFIL. We fully agree with

the' imijbikta~ie of' c6osolidating this area, including closing the various gaps

whichi still exist and enhancing the deterrent capability of UNIFIL (in the

§tigd 6t Ik~piving the security and the self-defence capability of the Force).

:We agree that this objective should be pursued as soon as possible.

THIRD: We agree that renewed efforts should be made to improve the method

of action of UNIFIL, its freedom of movement and its self-defence and observation

capability. This indeed is being done right now.
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In the light of the observations of the Lebanese Government and of

the above observations, we have prepared a tentative plan of action in

two phases, which is annexed to this document.

Paragraph 7

We agree that diplomatic action, carefully coordinated with military

action, could considerably facilitate the attainment of the objectives

mentioned in the preceding section. Our comments on the various suggestions

of the Lebanese Government are as follows:

IONE: The Secretary-General will continue to consolidate and further

activate the efforts undertaken by those governments which are in a position

to assist UNIFIL and particularly the troop-contributors.

TWO: We agree it might be useful to have a political body established.,

at an appropriately high level ) to assist the efforts of UNIFIL in various ways.

After careful consideration we feel that in the present circumstances, such

tasks might be best carried out by a special representative to be appointed

either )aQhe Sec urity Council die "a or by the Secretary-General at the

specific request of the Security 'ouncil.

THREE: The position of the Secretary-General regarding the reactivation

of the GAA and the resumption of ILMAC meetings is well known. I The

Secretary-General will instruct the Chief of Staff of UNTSO to continue

:his effrrts in this connexion.

Paragraýph 8

The Secretary-General has noted the intention of the Lebanese Government

to consolidate and expand its full authority over all of south Lebanon. Our

comments on the various specific points raised are as follows:

ONE: UNIFIL now maintains a composite unit as well as a team of observers

(Team Tyrre) in the PArmy Barracks. The disposition of those units will be
discussed with the Lebanese authorities when the Lebanese Army 'assumes additional

responsibilities in the Tyre area.
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TWO: The Secretary-General notes the Lebanese Government's intention

to seek the implementation of the international resolutions concerning the

archaeological sites off Tyre. UNIFIL and U!NTSO will of course co-operate

fully with the Lebanese Government in this endeavour.

THREE: The Secretary-General notes the intention of the Lebanese

Government to reconstruct and develop the Tyre harbour. UNIFIL would

certainly use the Tyre harbour, once it is restored, extensively if not

exclusively for the import of its supplies and as logistic center.

FOUR: The return of the Lebanese Army to the Nabatiyeh area is an

internal matter to be decided and handled by the Lebanese authorities. When

the Leban~ese Army returns to the Nabatiyeh barracks and assumes its security

responsibilities in the area, the United Nations will certainly take the

necessary action to strengthen the present UNTSO positions and to assist in

observing, through mobile patrols, the roads and military positions needed

for the safety of tINIFIL and JJNTSO logistics.

I I



ANINEX

TENTATIVE PLAN OF ACTION

FIRST PHASE

I. Consolidation of the cease-fire

1. UNIFIL will continue its best efforts to maintain the cease-fire

established since the adoption of Security Council resolution 490 (1981).

2. In order better to prevent incidents, UNIFIL will improve liaison with

all the parties concerned and, in particular, will develop further the idea of

establishing hot lines between UNIFIL and all the parties.

II. Expansion of the activities of the Lebanese battaion.(LbBatt2

1. LebBatt is now 1,350 men strong. It could bel increased further to

a total of 1,500 men, which is the ceiling set by the General Armistice

Agreement.

2. LebBatt, jointly with the Lebanese gendarmes, will take over

gradually all tasks relating to internal security and the maintenance of law

and order within the UNIFIL area of deployment.

3. LebBatt will increase joint patrol activities with UNIFIL.

III. Expansion of the Lebanese civilian administrative personnel and
normalization of essential services

1. The Lebanese Government will increase the number of doctors, nurses

and para-medical personnel and the number of teachers in the primary and

secondary educational sectors.

2. It will also increase the number of technical personnel to at-tend to

essential services such as gas, water and electricity.

3. The number of Lebanese gendarmes should also be increased from thO

present 200 to about 300.

4&. The United Nations Co-ordinator of Assistance will increase the U.N.

assistance and reconstruction programmes in south Lebanon.
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IV. Consolidation of UNIFIL

1. Redeployment: With many tasks to be taken over by the Lebanese

Army, UNIFIL could concentrate increasingly on controlling and stopping

infiltrations by armed elements and incursions by IDF/DFF. It could, in

particular, increase its checkpoints and patrols in border areas. UNIFIL

will also take action to close the various gaps which still exist in its

area.

2. Reinforcement of equipment of certain contingents: Efforts will

be made to enhance the security and self-defence capability of the Force

and also its observation capability. The least well-equipped contingents

could be provided with new equipment. The observation equipment supplied

to the Force after the Norwegian study should be reviewed and updated.

3. The procedure for controlling infiltrations should be reviewed and

improved, hopefully with the assistance of LebBatt, especially regarding

possible storage of confiscated weapons.

4. Efforts should be made to remove difficulties regarding the freedom

of movement of UNIFIL within its ar~ea, in the enclave and along the road from

Naqoura to Beirut.

V. Recinrocal and simultaneous reductions of AE and DFF Dresence in the
UNIFIL area of deploymýent

1. The four remaining DFF encroachments (Bayt Yahun, Blate, Ktt Taibe,

Rshaf) should be withdrawn.

2. At the same time, the number of armed elements should be reduced to

the level of April 1978 (about 200 armed elements and 15 positions).
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SECOND PHASE

Once the First Phase has been completed, action should be taken by

UNIFIL, in co-operation with the Lebanese Government, to achieve the

objectives listed below:

1. Action should be taken to secure the

necessary agreements from Israel and the leadership of the DFF for the orderly

entry and deployment of UNIFTL in the enclave. Having secured the necessary

agreements, UNfIFIL will deploy its units in the enclave up to the ADL.

2. At the same time, the Lebanese Army will be likewise deployed in

the enclave. In this connexion, the Lebanese Government will make the

necessary arrangements to dissolve the DFF in an orderly manner (presumably

some elements of the DFF could be reintegrated into the Lebanese Army and

others disbanded according to agreed arrangements).

3. Simultaneously, UNIFIL will seek to reach agreement with the PLO

for the withdrawal of the remaining armed elements in its area and will

endeavour to bring this about as soon as possible.

4. Action will be taken to achieve as speedily as possible the return

to normal conditions and the resumption of reconstruction and development

programmes in the enclave.

5. With the assistance of the United Nations, the Governments of Lebanon

and Israel will formally agree to the reactivation of the General Armistice

Agreement and will resume meetings of ILMAC.
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,tEBANON
TCO TH E U NIT ED NATION S 86e UNITED NATIONS PLAZA, NEW YOK N.Y. 10017, (a212 35_. 5400.1

The GoVernment of Lebanon presents its compliments to

the Secretary General and wishes to submit-~in this memorandum

its views on the general frame-work and broad lines of "1 The

Joint Phased Programme of Activities to be Carried out During

the Present M"andate " ,.as called for by the Security Council,

in its Resolution 488 of 19 June 1981.

2 - Paragraphs 1 and 5 of Resolution 488 had set a

clear andun equivocal objective to the phased programme of

activities i the total implementation of Resolution 425 (1978)

( ... ) and the ensuing resolutions in the 'totality of the area

of operations assigned to UNIFIL, up to the internationally

recognized boundaries

Furthermore, the Secretary, General was requested to-

assist the Government in establishing " the programme herein

presented, and " to report periodically to the Council .As

he~ undoubtedly recall!5 the Council had specifically agreed

to parag~aph 5 in response tohhe Government's memorandum of

) 16 June 1981, which specifically asked the Security Council

wh"ile renewing the Mandate of UNIFIL for another term, to create

the obj~ective conditions of its success, within an immediate

time-frame and according to a phased p .rogramme of action

This mermorandum was attached to the Secretary General's report

of 15 June 1981 (Doc S/14537), and e~xplicit reference was made

to it in paragraph 70.

o ./. C *
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3 - A review of previous programmzes of action called for

by the Securit~y Council since Resolution 444 (1979), in the

light of the successive reports cf the Secretary General,

reveals the tremendous obstacles and difficulties encountered

in the implementation. It also reveals that the Government of

Lebanon has finally succeeded in meeting its obligations, under

the most strenuous' conditions~ i civil administration has been

gradually restored, internal security orces are now functioning,

and rehabilitation and reconFstruction programmes are well under

way, in cooperation with UNIIKIL, the appropria~te UN Agencies,

and the UN 'Coordinator. .Finally, a continnent of. the Lebanese

,~Army, of 1350 all ranks, ias now operating in the areas under

UNIFIL command. T,io Secre-tary Ger~oral 's report of 15 June has

recorded this progress (Paras 15, 17, 36 and 68) in a manner

wliich- pro.,mpts the Goovcrnment of Lebanon to reiterate its

ser~timents Of" appieciation. Such scntirr,-nts also go to

Representatives oil >iembe-r States .;ho have signalled these facts

durina t,--he Security Council debate of 19 June, and who have

expressedi their support to the efforts of the Government.

4 -In the saine spirit,~ it cannot fail to associate
-itself with the concern expressed, both in the Secretary

Gene--ralls report and during the debate of the Council, about

the difficulties encountered by UNIFIL., which have prevented it.

f1rc,- fulfilling its mandate and subjected it to constant

ýar-assrnent and at~tacks, thus causing a general regression in its

ability to perform freely and safely.. It is equally concerned

by attacks on villages inside the present area of operations,

and' by- constant atte~mpts at infiltrating the area or conducting

ri-lit~ary operations therein, from various groups and parties,

and to w~hatever sector or side they belong.
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41 5 - Furthermore it fincd it necessary to record here once

more its coinicei-n at the expansion of military operations in a

manner that has carried the war beyond the 'area of'operations

originally determined in the Secretary General's report confirmed

by Resolution 426 (1978) at the Inception of UNIFIL, with the

stated intention of putting an end to all acts of hostilities.

A dramatic image of thie real war being waged in South Lebanon

during the recent months is conveyed in the Secretary General's

report of 15 June 1981, listing with great accuracy and realism

the very serious violations and acts of aggression which had

rendered the situation untenable, both for UNIFIL and the

Lebanese..

6 - In'the liaht of all this, it appears that the

immnediate..objectives of the required plar of action should be the

following

F7-IRST : Securing the full deplo-lmrant of UNIFIL, including

the Lebanese Arm-,y contingent, in the totality of the area of

operations, up to the internationally recognized boundaries.

Concomitantly, the, international frontier should be, once more,

under ILXAC and UN'SO responsibility, while L'NIFIL will confirm

the " withdrawal "(Resolution 425 (1978))of whatever Israeli

presence is still in the area, arid the dissolution of the so-called
de facto forces ".UNIFIL positions should be increased in the

bord~er area, commonly referred to as th~e "enclave "1 in a manner
that will adequately ensure peace and security for all, the

cessation 'of all military activities, the return to normal life,

the resumption of reconstruction and development, and generally
everything that will restore the sovereignty and total authtority

ofthe Lebanese Government, areuedin Resolutions 425 and

426 (197P).

)
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TPwo i Institutionalize the role, expected from the

coordinato~,r of assistance, as referred to in paragraph 36 of

the Secretary General's report of 15 June (Doc. S/14537) and

developing its political dimension. This may- necessitate the

creation,.at an appropriately high level, of'a formal working-goup,

task-force, or conciliation commission which will undertake,

with celerity and efficacity to identify the problems, specify

solutions, co-ordinate contacts and aenerally perform all actions

that accompany peace-keeping.

Three iRe-activate the General Armnistice Agreement and

organize regular meetings of ILNýAC, to insure strict observance,

prevent violations, and avoid cyclical escalation by unilateral

reactions to otherwise managealble situations, thus rendering more

credible L'NIFIL's role as a " conflict control mechanism

described' in paragraph 62 of the Secretary Generals'sreport of

15 June.

8 -At this stage, the Government of Lebanon wishes to inform,

the Secretary General that it is fully conscious that the extension

of the area of hostilities, beyond and around the area of operations,

as described in the report of 15 June, is imperilling international

peace and security, and the very existence of peace keeping. Hence,

it is the intention of the Government of Lebanon to consolidate

and expand its full authority over all of'South Lebanon, without

overlooking or ignoring the necessary contacts with parties signifi-

cantly present in the region.

The Government of Lebanon finds that Resolution 425 (i978)
would warrant the assistance of the United Nations in the restoration

of Lebanese sovereignty, even outside the specified area of operations

I I a
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without entailing a broader de~ployment of UN forces. More

specifically,' the Government of Lebanon i 's preparing itself

to undertake the following

ON'E tlncreasing its presence in the TPyre barracks and

assume further security responsibilities in the area.

211O:.Seeking the implementation of international

resolutions concerning the "1 historical character " of Tyre and,

more specifically the archeological sites and ruins in accordance

with the H~ague Convention

THREE9 : Reconstructing the 'Pyre harbouar, expanding its

facilities and -developing it to become agaln a major commercial

f'Lacillty 4n the region, with the hope that UNIFIL will find it

possible to use it exclusively to import its supplies and as a

logistics center, wit-h the necessary security and military

guaran'tees.

F'OUR :Preparing the army to ret-urn to the Nabatiyeh

.7) barracks and assume its security responsibilities in the area,

not excluding taking control of the Beaufort Castle. This will

necessitate strengthening the present UNTSCI positions, as well as

assistance in observing, through mobile patrols, the roads and

military positions needed for the safety of UINFIL and UINTSO

logistics.

9 -The Government of Lebanon is fully aware that the

fulfillment of those objectives, in UM-FIL's area of operations

and the adjacent areas, will require precise and balanced planning.

* */ I *
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H-ence, it is proposed that movement be carefully programmed by

stages which -will1 be decided uport by the-: joint operational comn-

mission . This commission will help def~ne Lebanese military

and security assistance that is needed in joint operations, it

being understood that the Lebanese Government is in the process

of developing its armed forces and is therefore prepared to enhance

and re-structure its contribution to UMIFIL's peace-Xeeping

efforts, when needed, and to promot'-e an increased role, by the

armed forces, in economdic rehabilitation and reconstruction

'~schemes.

10 -In conclusion, while reiterating the Government's

cratituie to the Secretary General and IUNIFIL for their relentless

ef-forts to restore pence in South "Leb~anonitw,,ishes to emphasize

the necessity of sta-rt.3no to imple.,tont thie ' prnoramnme of

activities "irarnediat--?ly, whIle planni rg gradually for later

phases. indeed, it 'is the ffeelina of' the Government of Lebanon

that a sense of urgency is most approprialte, in the light of a

pnri~tr~ly ~etr~?.~~fl7situation on) thr terrain, threatening

international peace ani security, end angering the safety of UTNIFIL,

)and cai ry:ing i.ts constant toll of humain lives and destruction of

propperty and mean-, c~f livelih~od.

rwould be indeed empha-tic to quote here the Secretary

.:.raL~own words warning against the danger of this highly

vl":ý' ituation, not only for Lebanon, but for the whole M'iddle-

welas for international peace and security.

Th oerm~tofLbnn visitself of this opportunity

r *wto '.*he Secretary General of the United 'Nations the

a~:ran~sof its highest consideration.

l14 July 1981.



SECRET AN\D
CONFI DENTIAL 17 Septe er 1981

NOTE FOR THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 1'
1. Mr. Morris Draper, who is Philip Habib's principal
colleague, visited us on Wednesday, 16 September 1981 to
discuss the situation in Lebanon in the light of recent
developments, including Prime Minister Begin's visit to
Washington.

2. You will recall that, in August, we had reached broad
agreement with Mr. Draper on the outlines of a phased Plan
of Action, based on reciprocal steps, that would aim at the
consolidation of the cease-fire and progress in the direction
envisaged by Security council resolutio~n 425.

3. From what Mr. Draper said, it appears:

(i) While the Israelis have withdrawn five batteries
of US provided weaponry from Haddadts enclave
(175 and 155 mm guns), they are strongly averse
to any arrangements that might imply a quid pro quo
with the Palestinians.

(ii) In these circumstances., the United States is
hesitant to speak any longer of a "~Plan"? and
is unlikely to press the Israelis strongly
on the successive steps envisaged in it.

(iii) Despite this, Mr. Draper suggested that we should
try to get the PLO to take certain of the steps
foreseen of them in the Plan. He expressed the
hope that, should this happen, the Israelis might-
without any direct linkage - take at least some
of the steps envisaged of them. It was suggested,
in particular, that the PLO might remove its 130 mm.
guns and multiple Katyusha rocket launchers from
the Tyre pocket to positions north of the Litani,
and not reinforce its present positions in southern
Lebanon.

(iv) While Mr. Begin had stated in Washington that Israel
wished the cease-fire to hold indefinitely, the
Israeli side had repeatedly spoken of violations
by the PLO. Indeed, Mr. Draper stated, in strict
confidence, that there had recently been an
imminent danger of a massive Israeli operation
into southern Lebanon and that this remained a
possibility which could not be entirely excluded.
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4. 1 told Mr. Draper that while we were most anxious to
do anything possible to consolidate the cease-fire, it would
be pointless and possibly damaging to ask the PLO to take
purely unilateral steps which they would regard as weakening
their military position in the light of renewed military
threats from Israel. I added that the PLO had repeatedly
been expressing their concern over the persistence of the
gap in the north-east sector of the UNIFIL area (between
Deir Mimess and Blate) and that they feared an Israeli
attack through this area.

5. In these circumstances, and subject to your agreement,
I feel we should let the United States know that, on returning
to Lebanon, General Callaghan will take the following line
when he meets Chairman Arafat:

Mi The UN is keen that the cease-fire holds and
that, to this end, any steps that could further
this objective and reduce tensions would be
most welcome.

(ii) Without speaking of any Plan, or making any
proposals, General Callaghan might mention:

(a) that the Israelis have withdrawn their
heavy artillery from the enclave;

(b) that there is concern that the presence
of PLO 130 mm guns and multiple Katyusha
rocket launchers in the Tyre area could
provide the pretext for an Israeli attack;
the same applied to reports of PLO
re-inforcements;

(c) he would naturally be interested in any
ideas the PLO may have for consolidating
the cease-fire and lessening tension in
the area.

6. Depending on the nature of Chairman Arafat's reaction,
we would then be in a position to suggest how best the US
should next approach the Israelis. Additionally, we would
then know as to when, and in what manner, General Callaghan
would approach General Eitan.

Brian Urquhart

P
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PERMANENT MISSION OF ),*.

LEBANO0N
TO TH E U NIT ED N ATION S 8eG UNITED NATIONS PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017, f212) 35! 54150.9

TheGovrnmntof Lebano'n presents its compliments to

the Secretary General and wishes to submit in this memorandum

its views on the general framework and broad lines of "The

Joint Phased Froqramme of Activities to be Carried out During

the Present Mandate ,1 .as, called for by the Security Council,

in its Resolution 188 of 19 June 1981.

2 - Part-!rdiphs 1 and 5 of Resolution 488 had set a

clear andunequivocal objective to the phased programme of

activities : the total implementation of Resolution 425 (1978)

(...)and the ensuing resolutions in the totality of the area

of~ operations assigned to UNIFIL, up to the internationally

recognized boundaries

Furthermore, the Secretary General was requested to

94assist the Government in establishing 11the programme herein

presented, and " to report periodically to the Council ".As

he undoubtedly recalls the Council had specifically agreed

to paragraph 5 in response to hhe Government's memorandum of

16 June 1981, which specifically asked the Security Council

while renewing the Mandate of UNIFIL for another term, to create
" the objective conditions of its success, within an immediate

time-frame and according to a phased p'rogr~amame of action

This memorandum was attached to the Secretary General's report

of 15 June 1981 (Doc S/l14537), and explicit reference was made

to it in paragraph 70.

1 *,/. * I
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3 -A reviow of previous programmes of action called for

by the Security Council since Resolution 444 (1979), in the

light of the successive reports of the Secretary General,

reveals the tremendous obstacles and difficulties encountered

in the implementation. It also reveals that the Government of

Lebanon has finally succeeded in meeting its obligations, under

the most strenuous conditions :civil administration has been

gradually restored, internal security forces are now functioning,

and rehabilitation and reconstruction programmes are well under

way, in cooperation with UNIFIL,'the appropriate UN Agencies,

and the UN Coordinator. Finally, a contingent of the Lebanese

Army, of 1350 all ranks, is now operating in the areas under

UNIFIL command. The Secretary General's report of 15 June has

recorded this progress (Paras 15, 17, 316 and 68) in a manner

which prompts the Government of Lebanon to reiterate its

sentiments of appruciation. Such senti ments also go to

Representatives ofk Member Sti-tes who have signalled these facts

during the Sectirit) Council debate of 19 June, and who have

expressed their support to the efforts of the Government.

4 - in the same spirit, it cannot fail to associate
itself with the concern expressed, both in the Secretary

General's report and during the debate of the Council, about

the difficulties encountered by UNIFIL, which have prevented it

from fulfilling its mandate and subjected it to constant

harassment and attacks, thus causing a general. regression in its

ablility to perform rreely and safoly Itieqalcoerd

by attacks on villages inside the present area of operations,

and by constant attempts at infiltrating the area or conducting

military operations therein, from various groups and parties,

and to whatever sector or side they belong.

,i-- _ ý ---
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*5 -Fur the r Rore 4t f incb i t necessary to record here once

more its concern at the expansion of military operations in a

manner that has carried the war beyond the area of operations

originally determined in the Secretary General's report confirmed

by Resolution 426 (1978) at the inception of UNIFIL, with the

stated intention of putting an end to all acts of hostilities.

A dramatic image of the recal war being waged in South Lebanon

during the recent ~tronths is ecrnveyved in the Secretary General's

report of 15 June 1931, listing with great. accuracy and realism

the very serious violations and acts of aggression which had

rendered the situ~ition untenable, both for UNIFIL- and the

Lebanese.

6 - In the light of all this, it appears that the

immediate objectives of the required plan of action should be the

following

FIRST : Securing the full deploympant of UNIFIL, including

the Lebanese Army contingent, in the totality of the area of

operations, up to the internationally recognized boundaries.

Concomit-antly, the international frontier should be, once more,

under ILMAC and UNTSO responsibility, while UNIFIL will confirm

the 11 withdrawal 11(Resolution 425 (1978))of whatever Israeli

presence is still in the area, and the dissolution of the so-called

ofde facto forces '.UNIFIL positions should be increased in the

border area, comuonly, referred to as the -enclave 11 in a manner

thant- iili adequately ensure peace and security for all, the

ceý,baibh &'f all military activities, the return to normal life,

th&e r6ýuffition dZ- reconstruc~tkn and development, and generally

dv'ei-yrthifig thaL will restore the sovereignty and total authority

of the LebCanese Government, as required in Resolutions 425 and

426 (197e).
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SECOIND :Consolidating the area of operations of UNIFIL

by measures desioned to guarantee the safety of the force and

insure its ability to performa securely and succeed in transforming

the whole area into a "Zone of Peace .To this effect, it is

.imper-ative to close immediately the various gaps in the present

area of operations, particularly those previously or currently

used for military penetration and acts of aggression described

in the Secretary General's reports. To this effect, it is

becoming mrore and more urgent to enhance the deterrent capability

of the force, implicit in its definition as -an integrated and

efficient military unit "1, using if arid when necessary Lebanese

Army and'.internal security forces.

THIRD i Developing the methods of action of UNIFIL, its

f reedom, of movemont r)i conjunct ion wi t~j t ho L. htnese forces~, i ts

capacity to observe and prevent violations of the Mandate and

generally articulate its ability to prevent the hostilities.

7 - To attain such obje~ctives,, it will te ne--cessary to

coordinate military and diplomatic action, within a comprehensive

scheme. In addition t~o current peace Xof-.,ping activities undertaken

by UNIFIT.2s command, and the constant contacts with the parties,

it appears to us that the Secretary General may find it necessary

and suitable, within his prerogatives a~nd the terms of reference and

cuidelines aareed to by the Council, to furthe~r promote his action

in the followina directions

One i Consolidate and further activate the efforts under-

talken by governments which are in a position to assist UNIFIL,

according to the successive Security Council Resolutions, and

particularly the troop- contri butors.

* -/1 * I
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* rTwo aInstitutionaliZe the role expected from the

,coordinator of as~istance, as referred to in paragraph 36 of

the Secretary General's report of 15 June (Doc. S/14537) and

developing its political dimension. This may necessitate the

creation,-at an appropriately high level, of a formal working-goup,

task-force, or conciliation commission which will undertake,

with celerity and efficacity to identify the problems, specify

solutions, co-ordinate contacts and gienerally perform all actions

that accompany peace--keepinq.

Three? i 1W -'Li vat~e the Gent-tol Arii~i ýAitce AqrerIuemnt and

organize regular meetings of IL.MAC, to ins;ure strict observance.,

prevent violations., and avoid cyclical escalation by unilateral

reactions to otherwise manageable situations, thus renderina more

credible UNIFIL's role as a '1 conflict control m'ýeclhanism

described in paragraph 62 of the Secretary General's report of

15 June.

8 - At this stage, the Government of Lebanon wishes to inforrr

the Se~cretary General that it is fully conscious that the extension

of the area of hostilities, be-yond and around the area of operations,

as described in the report of 15 June, is imperilling international.

peace and security, and the very existence of peace keeping. Hence,

it is the intention of the Government of Lebanon to consolidate

and expand its -full authority over all of South Lebanon, without

overlooking or ignoring the necesF;ary contacts, with parties signifi-

cantly present in the region.

The Gov(trnrnent of Lebanon finds thit Pesolutl-ion 425 (i978)

Swould warrant the assistance of the United Nations in the restoration
of Lebanese soveroiqnty, e2ven outs~ide the sped fiod area of operation:
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without entailing a broader deployment of UN forces. Y'ore

specificallyp the Government of Lebanon is preparing itself

to undertake the followings

ONE wlncreasing its presence in the Tlyre barracks and

assume further securi~ty responsibilities in the area.

TW'O:Seekina the implementation of international

resolutions concerning the 11 historical character 11of Tyre and,

more specifically the archeological sites and ruins in accordance

with the Hague Convention

THREE zReconstructing the Pfyre harbour3, expanding its

facilities and developing it to become again a major comnmercial.

facility in the region, with the hope that UNIFIL will find it

possible to use it exclusively to import its supplies and as a

logistics center, with the necessary security and military

guarantees.

FOUR : Preparing the army to return to the Nabatiyeh

barracks and assume its security responsibilities in the area,

not excluding taking control of the Beaufort Castle. This will

necessitate strengthening the present UNTSO positions, as well as

assistance in observing, through mobile patrols, the roads and

military positions needed for Ol~e safet-y of. UNIFIL and UNTSO

logistics.

9 -. The Government of Lebanon is fully aware that the

fulfillment of those objectives, in UNIFIL's aroa of operations

--'ýý:c'ent areas, will require precise and balanced plannin~g.
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Nence, it is proposed that movtoment be carefully programmed by

stages which will beA- decided upon by the joint operational com-

mission This commission will help define Lebanese military

and security assistance that is needed in joint operations, it

being understood that the Lebanese Government is in the process

of developing its armed forces and is therefore prepared to enhance

and re-structure its contribution to UNIFIL's peaice-keeping

efforts, when nooded~, and to promote. an increased role, by the

armed forces, in economic rehabilitation and reconstruction

s3cheŽIelS.

10 - In conclusion, while reiterating the Government's

gratitude to the Secretary General and UNIF'IL for their relentless

efforts to restore peace in South Lobarionitwishes to emphasize

the necessity of starting to implement the 11programme off

activities 11 imriediately, while planning gradually for later

phases. Indeed, it is the feeling of the Government of Lebanon

that a sense of urgency is most appropriate, in the light of a

persistently deteriorating situation on the terrain, threatening

international peace and security, endangering the safety of U'UIFIL,

and carrying its constant toll. of human lives and destruction of

property and means of livelihood.

It would be indeed emphatic to quote here the Secretary

General's own words warning against the danger of this highly

volatile situation, not only for Lebanon, but for the whole M~iddle-

East aq 'well as for international peace and security.

The Government of Lebanon avails itself off this opportunity

to renew to the Secretary General of the United Nations the

assurances of its highest consideration.

l14 July 1981.
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CONFIDENTIAL

NOTE FOR THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

* 1.In recent days we have been in contact with Mr. Morris

W D a~ r, Deputy Assistant Secretary in the State 
Department,,0

ding steps to be taken to consolidate the cea-se'-'f'1r__in
South Lebanon and to make progress towards the fulfilment of
UNIFILts mandate.

2. In these consultatiops, Mr. Draper has indicated the
full support of his Governrhent to UN efforts. He has also
indicated what the U.S. would be willing to undertake vis-a-vis
Israel and Saudi Arabia at this stage. The plan of Action.,)
which is attached., therefore takes into accbunt the' thinking
of the U. S. Government.

3. We have been in constant touch with Mr. Urquhart and
Gen. Callaghan, who feel we should make a start on the basis
of this Plan. Consequently, st~jZc b or.aprVa4  w
would suggest an immediate start to Pha'se I. Phas ,es 11 to V
would "naturally depend on the progress made in regard to
Phase 'I and could be further refined when Gen. Callaghan
comes here on 14 September. lie is strongly of the view,
and we agree with him, that the question of freedom of
movement of UNIFIL.1UNTSO should be included in Phase II,
rather than Phase III - the U.S. favouring the latter at
present.

4. If you a e, we would instruct Gen. Ca"2Aia,ýp to
proceed immedia ffcy with Phase I of the Plan. He would also
be advised not to go into'any details of Phase's II to V at
this stage. On our side, we have kept the Lebanese Charg6
d'Affaires informed in gbncral terms of our thinking on the
immediate steps to be taken.

F T (1<r

27 August 1981



PLAN OF ACTION

Phase I

A. U.S. to initiate:

(1) Seek Israeli ngreement to ramove all military
equipment subject to U.S. controls from southern
Lebanon.

(2) Seek Israeli apreemerit to cease provocative
aspects of its overiflights over south Lebanon.

B. U.N. to initiate:

(1) Seek Palestinian agreement, as an initial step,
to move long range artillery and multiple K~atyusha
rocket launchers from the current UNIFIL area, including
the Iron Triz-ngle, to positions north of the Litani
River.

(2) Seek Palestinian agrcement not to bring additional
heavy weaponry (long-ranged artillery, tanks and multiple
rocket -lau ncher s) south of the Litani River.

Phase 11

A. U.S. to initiate:

(1) Seek Israeli agreement to remove its combat
personnel (with military equipment) from H-addad's
enclave.

(2) Seek further Israeli cooperation in ensuring that
its reconnaissance flights over Lebanon fly only at very
high altitudes, reducing visibility.

(3) Seek Haddad's agreement to withdraw from his five
"lencroachments" in the TJNIFIL area.

B. U.N. to initiate:

(1) Seek Palestinian acceptance of the placement of a
renewed United Nations presence in the Beaufort Castle
area (to set the stage for subsequent Lebanese army
deployment there).

(2) Lebanese army establish itself in Tyre, with
United Nations assistance., initially by UNTSO
rein Porcemont of Team Tyre.
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(3) Seek Palestinian agreement to reduce and then
remove its heavy weapons from 'the Tyre pocket.

(4) Seek Palestinian agreement to thin out its combat
personnel in the UNIFIL area to -the 150-200 men agreed
to in the status quo ante.

Phase III

A. U.S. to initiate:

(1) Negotiate the closing of the "strategic gap"
in tho. TNIFTIL area, to reduce or eliminate Israeli/
Haddad as well as Palestinian infiltrations through
the area.

(2) Addci tJNIFIL/UNTSO posts are established ~in the
enclave.

(3) Freodom of movement of UNIFIL in enclave.

(4) Nqegotiate a resumption of meetings of Israeli
and Lebanese military representatives under the
auspices of ILMvAC (or ether appropriate umbrella).

B. U.N. to initiate:

(1) Seek Palestinian agreement to neutralize artillery
in the Beaufort Castle area.

(2) Lebanese army deploys observers to Beaufort Castle
area.

(3) Freedom of movement of U-NIFIL in iron triangle.

Phase IV

A. U.S. to initiate:

(1) Seek the neutralization of heavy weapons in the

enclave.

B. U.N. to initiate:

(1) The U.N. and the Lebanese army consolidate their
Presence in the Beaufort Castle area.

(2 8eek the neutralization of Palestinian heavy
weaponry or its removal out of range of Israel.

Phase V

The Palestinians and Haddad continue withdrawing heavy
weaponry; Lebanese Government forces continue to d 'eploy
to neutralize Tyre -nd area north of~the Litani.,

_WML' - A
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CONFIDENTIAL

NOTE FOR THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

1. In recent days we have been in contact with Mr. Morris
Draper, Deputy Assistant Secretary in the State Department,
regarding steps to be taken to consolidate the cease-fire in
South Lebanon and to make progress towards the fulfilment of
UNIFIL's mandate.

2. In these consultations, Mr. Draper has indicated the
full support of his Government to UNl~ efforts. He has also
indicated what the U.S. would be willing to undertake vis-a-vis
Israel and Saudi Arabia at this stage. The Plan of Action,
which is attached, therefore takes into account the thinking
of the U.S. Government.

3. We have been in constant touch with Mr. Urquhart and
Gen. Callaghan, who feel we should make a start on the basis
of this Plan. Consequently, subject to your approval, we
would suggest an immediate start to Phase I. Phases II to V
would naturally depend on the progress made in regard to
Phase I and could be further refined when Gen. Callaghan
comes here on 14 September. He is strongly of the view,
and we agree with him, that the question of freedom of
movement of UNIFIL/TJNTSO should be included in Phase II,
rather than Phase III - the U.S. favouring the latter at
present.

4. If you approve, we would instruct Gen. Callaghan to
proceed immediately with Phase I of the Plan. He would also\urL be advised not to go into any details of Phases II to V at
this stage. On our side, we have kept the Lebanese Charg6dAffaires informed in general terms of our thinking on the
immediate steps to be taken.

IC,'

F T
F. T_

27 August 1981



PLAN OF ACTION

Phase I

A. U.S. to initiate:

(1) Seek Israeli agreement to remove all military
equipment subject to U.S. controls from southern
Lebanon.

(2) Seek Israeli agreement to cease provocative
aspects of its overflights over south Lebanon.

B. U.N. to initiate:

(1) Seek Palestinian agreement, as an initial step,
to move long-range artillery and multiple Katyusha
rocket launchers from the current UNIFIL area, including
the Iron Triangle, to positions north of the Litani
River.

(2) Seek Palestinian agreement not to bring additional
heavy weaponry (long-ranged artillery, tanks and multiple
rocket-launchers) south of the Litani River.

Phase II

A. U.S. to initiate:

(1) Seek Israeli agreement to remove its combat
personnel (with military equipment) from Haddad's
enclave.

(2) Seek further Israeli cooperation in ensuring that
its reconnaissance flights over Lebanon fly only at very
high altitudes, reducing visibility.

(3) Seek Haddad's agreement to withdraw from his five
It encroachments" in the UNIFIL area.

B. U.N. to initiate:

(1) Seek Palestinian acceptance of the placement of a
renewed United Nations presence in the Beaufort Castle
area (to set the stage for subsequent Lebanese army
deployment there).

(2) Lebanese army establish itself in Tyre, with
United Nations assistance., initially by UNTSO
reinforcement of Team Tyre.
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(3) Seek Palestinian agreement to reduce and then
remove its heavy weapons from the Tyre pocket.

(4) Seek Palestinian agreement to thin out its combat
personnel in the UNIFIL area to the 150-200 men agreed
to in the status quo ante.

Phase III

A. U.S. to initiate:

(1) Negotiate the closing of the "strategic gap"
in the UNIFIL area, to reduce or eliminate Israeli/
Haddad as well as Palestinian infiltrations through
the area.

(2) Added UNIFIL/UNTSO posts are established in the
enclave.

(3) Freedom of movement of UNIFIL in enclave.

(4) Negotiate a resumption of meetings of Israeli
and Lebanese military representatives under the
auspices of ILMAC (or other appropriate umbrella).

B. U.N. to initiate:

(1) Seek Palestinian agreement to neutralize artillery
in the Beaufort Castle area.

(2) Lebanese army deploys observers to Beaufort Castle
area.

(3) Freedom of movement of UNIFIL in iron triangle.

Phase IV

A. U.S. to initiate:

(1) Seek the neutralization of heavy weapons in the
enclave.

B. U.N. to initiate:

(1) The U.N. and the Lebanese army consolidate their
presence in the Beaufort Castle area.

(2) Seek the neutralization of Palestinian heavy
weaponry or its removal out of range of Israel.

Phase V

The Palestinians and Haddad continue withdrawing heavy
weaponry;~ Lebanese Government forces continue to deploy
to neutralize Tyre and area north of the Litani.
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24 July 1981

DRAFT STATEMENT

The Security Council has before it my two reports on the

implementation of Resolu~tion 490 of 21 July 1981 which are

contained in documents S/14613 and S/14613/Add.l. It

may be useful, however.,.~f=-recapitulate .ei the main

developments which took place in this connexion during the

past three days.

Immediately after the adoption of the resolution, I

instructed the Commander of UNIFIL, General Callaghan, and

the Chief of Staff of UNTSO, General Erskine, to exert all

possible efforts to ensure an immediate cessation of all

armed attacks by the parties concerned.

On 2 JlvChairman Arafat reiterated the PLO's agreement

to J;ýthe Security Council resolution for another period

of time. Efforts were made by General Callaghan and General

Erskine to secure the agreement of the Israeli authorities

to a cease-fire, but their efforts were inconclusive as of

the afternoon of 23 July, when I had to submit my first report

to the Security Council in view of the deadline set by it.

As indicated in that report, it was not possible by the

afternoon of 23 July to secure a cessation of hostilities

and there had been a number of armed attacks by both sides

since the adoption of the resolution. However, I noted in

/ . .
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my report that while a firm cease-fire had not entered into

effect, there had been a measure of de-escalation of violence,

and I expressed the hope that there would soon be a complete

cessation of armed attacks of any kind.

In the morning of 24 July, the Permanent Representative

of the United States informed me that Ambassador Habib

had stated that as of 1330 hours local time 24 July, all hostile

military action between Lebanese and Israeli territory in either

direction would cease. This sequence of events is reported

to the Council in my second report on the implementation) of Resolution 490 (S/l4613/Add.l). I Also contacted

the Permanent Representative of Israel who confirmed the Israeli

Government's endorsement of the cessation of all military action.

I have instructed General Callaghan and General Erskine

to be of all possible assistance to ensure that the cease-fire

remains in effect.

Since 1320 hours local time, the situation has been

quiet except for two minor firing incidents by the armed

elements. UNIFIL has taken immediate action to prevent

recurrence and preserve the cease-fire.

As I said in a press statement at noon-time today

I hope very much that the cycle of violence will cease

now that all concerned have responded positively to the

appeal of the Security Council for cease-fire.



Sir,J

Attached is a first d a4resolution

given to me by the Presideý~ onfidentially.

It will'be discussed this afternoon by

the Arab Group at 3.30, and afterwards

at 5.30 by the Non-aligned members of

the Council.

Tomorrow at 10.30 the President

intends to have consultations of the

Council perhaps followed by a meeting.

G. Ortner

20 July 1981

12. 10pm
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DRAFT RESOULTJON f

TH~E SECURITY COUN~CIL,

Recalling Resolutions --
Taking note of the letters of the representative of Lebanon
dated --- and --- (Doc. S/---)

Having heard the statements of the Secretary General and of the Representative
of Lebanon in its meeting of Friday July 17, 1981.

Recall~Lthe statements by the President of the Security Council and gravely
concerned at the continued deterioration of the situation in Lebanon despite
the various appeals for a cessation of hostilities.

Convinced that the present situation impedes the implementation of resolution
425andthe ensuing resolutions, and constitutes a threat to international peace
and security.

l.- Calls for an immediate cessation of all1 hostile acts, and for the strict
respect of lebanon's territorial integrity, independence and sovereignty within
its internationally recognized boundaries.

2.- Strongly condemns Israel's savage attacks on Lebanon of an unprecedented
scale, causing massive destruction and casualties.

3.- strongly condemns Israel's declared and persistent policy of "pre-emptive
strikes " which is leading to an escalation in the cycles of violence.

4i.- Calls on all member states to apply vis a vis Israel sanctions provided for
in chapter seven of the charter of the united nations until it complies with the
pertinent resolutions of the Council, with the General Armistice Agreement of
1949, and the principles of international law as'embodied in the Charter.

5.- Requests the Secretary General to take all necessary measures to implement
this resolution, ensure a prompt agreement on a cessation of hostilities, and
determine what imust be done, in the most urgent manner., for the security of UNI'FIL.

6.- Decidesto remain seized until a satisfaction report is received from the
Secretary General.
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DRAFT' RESOULTION

THE SECUIRITY COUNCIL,

Recalling Resolutions --- -

Taking note of the letters of the representative of Lebanon
dated --- and -- (Doc, S/---)

Having heard the statements of the Secretary General and of the Representative
of Lebanon in its meeting of' Friday July 17, 1981.

Recllngthe statements by the President of the Security Council and gravely
concerned at the continued deterioration of the situation in Lebanon despite
the various appeals for a cessation of hostilities.

Convinced that the present situation impedes the implementation of resolution
4~25 and tFhe ensuing resolutions., and constitutes a threat to international peace
and security.

1.- Calls for an immediate cessation of all hostile acts., and for the strict
respect of lebanon's territorial integrity, independence and sovereignty within
its internationally recognized boundaries.

2.- Strongly condemns Israel's savage attacks on Lebanon of an unprecedented
scale., causing6ýe destruction and casualties.

3.- strongly condemns Israel's declared and persistent policy of' "pre-emptive
strikes " whicti s ±ding to an escalation in the cycles of' violence.I4.- Calls on all member states to apply vis a vis Israel sanctions provided for
in chapter seven of the charter of the united nations until it complies with the
pertinent resolutions of the Council, with the General Armistice Agreement of
1949, and the principles of international law as embodied in the Charter.

5.- Requests the Secretary General to take all necessary measures to implement
this resolution, ensure a prompt agreement on a cessation of hostilities, and
determine what muist be done., in the most urgent manner, for the security of UNIFIL.

6.- Decidesto remain seized until a satisfactfoktjreport is received from the
Secretary General.*(



The Security Council

Re ngh appeal made by the President and the

members of the Se i onl(o 1 July 1991 (S/14599),

1. Cd'ts for an immediate 6'es~sation of all armed attacks,

2. Reaffirms its eommitments to the sovereignty;

territorial integrity and independence of Lebanon, within its

internationally recognized boundaries;

3. Requests the Secretary-General to report back to the

Council on the implementation ot this resolution as soon as

possible and not later than "Wea6two hours from its adoption.



The Security Council

Recalling the urgent appeal made by the President and the

members of the Security Council on 17 July 1981 (S/14599) for an

immediate end to all armed attacks and for the greatest restraint

so that peace and auiet may be established in Lebanon and a just

and lasting peace in the Middle East as a whole'.

Taking note of the report of the SceayGnr

Deeply concerned at the extent of the loss of life and the

scale of the destruction caused by the deplorable events that

have been taking place for several days in Lebanon,

1. Calls for an immediate cessation of hostilities;

2. Reaffirms its support for the sovereignty, territorial

integrity and independence of Lebanon, within its intern~ationally

recognized boundaries;

3. Recruests the Secretary-General to report back to the

Council within seventy-two hours on the implementation of this

resolution.



Following the appeal made by the President of the Security

Council at the Council's meeting last Friday, I instructed the

Commander of UNIFIL, Lt. Gen. Callagban and the Chief of Staff

of UNTSO, Maj-Gen. Erskine, to exert every possible effort to

achieve a cease-fire. on 19 July General Erskine met with the

Israeli Deputy Defence Minister, Mr. Zipori, in Jerusalem. The

next day, General Callaghan held a long meeting with Mr. Arafat

in Beirut. In the meantime., the United States Mission kept me

informed of the efforts undertaken by Mr. Philip Habib to persuade

the Israeli Government to exercise restraint and agree to a

cease-fire. During his meeting with Mr. Arafat, General Callaghan

proposed a de facto cease-fire to take effect At 5 a~m, local time

on 21 July. Early on 21 July, Mr. Arafat informed General

Callaghan that the PLO accepted the cease-fire, provided the other

side also accept. General Erskine is trying to secure a similar

commitment from the Israeli authorities. I understand that

Mr. Habib is now meeting with Prime Minister Begin.

I have been i formed by UNIFIL that after a lull between

5a.m. and 10 a.m local tim , there was firing by the IDF into
t~the Tyre pock/et t 10 a.m. At 1 p.m./tthe armed elements from the

Tyre pocket fi ed rockets in the direction of Nahariya. Needless

to ayUNIFI is exerting every possible effort to stop the firing.to say /



I have been informed by UNIFIL that after a lull between

5 a.m. and 10 a.m. local times this morning, shelling resumed

in the area.

Between 10:20 a.m. and 4:45 p.m., IDF and the de facto

forces fired about 210 artillery rounds into the Tyre pocket

and north of Litani. The PLO fired 49 artillery rounds and

five rockets at the Nahariya and Marjayoun areas.

Between 5:20 and 6:10 p.m., the Israeli forces carried out

six air strikes in the Rashidiye area and north of Litani.

Between 6:00 and 7:30 p.m., PLO fired 41 rounds of artillery

and mortar and 27 rockets, some of which impacted in the Nahariya

area.

sic 7:30 p.m. local time.

Needless to say, UNIFIL is exerting every possible effort

to stop the firing.



The Security Council

Recalling the appeal made by the President of the Security_

Council on 17 July 1981 (S/14599))

Gravely concerned at recent events in the Middle East

and at the tragic level of civilian casualties and the massive

destruction,, especially in Lebanonj

Concerned also at the serious implications for peace and

secur ity of continued hostilities in Lebanon)

1. Calls for an immediate cessation of hostilities,'

2. Reaffirms its support for the sovereignty;

territorial integrity and independence of Lebanon, within its

internationally recognized boundaries',

3. Renuests the Secretary-General to report back to the

Council w thin sevent-y-two hours on the inlplemeý.ntation of this

resolution.



The Security Council

Recalling the appeal made by the President of the Security

council on 17 July 1981 (S/14599)

Gravely concerneO/ at recent events in the Middle East

and at the tragic 1 vel of civilian casualties and the massive

destruction, es c/ialjly in Lebanon;

Concerned also at the serious implications for peace and

security of continuse/hotstilities in Lebanon aV a rýt
1-. Calls for an immedate cessati4  of@hostilities'3

2. Reaffirms its(support for thq sovereignty,

territorial integrity and independence of Lebanon, within its

internationally recognized boundaries,

3. Reguests the Secretary-General to report back to the

Council w~thin seventy-two hours on the implementation of this

resolution.



The Security Council

Gravely concerned at recent events in the Middle East

and at the -A46ve attacks perpetrated against Lebanon,

Deeply grieved at the tragic level of civilian casualties

and the massive destruction especially~in Lebanon.

Concerned also at the serious implications for peace and

security of continued hostilities in Lebanon-

1. Calls for an immediate cessat-ion of hostilitiesý

2. Reaffirms its support for the sovereignty, territorial

integrity and independence of Lebanon, within its

internationally recognized boundaries-

3. eagcests the Secretary-General to report back to

the Council within 72 hours on the implementation

of this resolution.
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INCOMING CODE CABLE

TO: URQUHART

FROM: CALLAGHAN NAQOURA

DATE: 21 JULY 1981(SENT 210222Z RECD 210436z)

NUMBER: NAQ 2442 MOST IMMEDIATE

Received the following message from Chairman Arafat through

Chairman IILMAC "I have the pleasure to convey my greetings to

His Excellency The Secretary General and the Chairman of Security

Council. Referring to our meeting on July 20 T 74ish to confirm

to you the approval of the PLO to your proposal concerning the

cease fire provided that you will secure the approval of the

other party. While awaiting your further arrangement on this

respect please accept our highest consideration."



After the Israeli Cabinet meeting, Prime Minister

Begin is reported as saying that the Government

authorises Habib to continue negotiations on the cease-

fire with the Lebanese Government but does not authorise

anyone to negotiate with the PLO. Israel intends to

continue its operations aimed at destroying important

infra-structures created in recent times by the

terrorists in Lebanon.

21 July 1981



From Dr. Ortiiýr

The Presider t~'f Secco has

received a letter from Lebanon

requesting a meeting of the

Council, but the Lebanese have

asked the Council to wait until

further instructions are

received. The President will

hold group consultations this

afternoon.

Mary Ellen Fri. 17 July 11.25
am
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PERMANENT MISSION OF

LEBANO N
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

Ref: 317/lb/75

Excellency,

On instructions from my Government and with reference

to my letter dated 3 March 1981, 1 have the honour to request

Your Excellency to call an urgent meeting of the Security

Council to discuss the deteriorating situation in South Lebanon

and the attacks committed by Israel aý[ainst civilian targets

in the city of Beirut.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

consideration.

Fakhri Saghiyyah
Charge' d'Affaires a-i.

H.E. Mr. Ide' Oumarou
President
Security Council
United Nations
New York, N.Y. 10017.

866 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. Y. 1"0017, (212) 355-5460,1

17 July, 1981.



PERMANENT MI~SSION OF

LEBANON f

TO THE UN ITED NATION S 6064~ UNITED NATIONS PLAZA*, NEW Y'ORK, N.Y. 10017. (212) 355- 5460.1

Ref s 317/lb/73 1.3 July, 1981.

His Excellency Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary General
United Nations
New York.

Excellency,

on instructions from my Government, I have the honour

to convey to Your Excellency the followingo

11 The Lebanese Government wishes to protest continued

Israeli aggressions on Lebanon and the infliction of numerous
civilian casualties and the destruction of property,

particularly by several air attacks conducted Friday and

Sunday, July 10 and 12, 1981.

The Israeli. Government seems to be intent on pursuing

its policy of so-called Pre-emtive Strikes 11, in defiance of
Security Council Rosolutions, the General Armistice Agreement
of 1949, and the principles of international law. In this
context, the Government of Lebanon cannot but express its
deepest concern at declarations from Israel,.such as the one
attributed to the Deputy Minister of Defence, Mr. Zipori, which
confitm israells determination to create further obstacles and

prevenit the achievement of peace and security according to the
pertinenft rosolutions of the Security Council, particularly at
a time When intensive efforts, are deployed in this direction.
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SThe Lebanese Government reserves its righ t to call

on the Security Council to act on the situation, pursuant to

its previous complaints.

11You are kindly requested to circulate this letter

as an official document of the General Assembly under the

itemn entitled "TIhe Situation in the Middle East

Please aLcc'pt, Excellency, the assurances of my

hicjhost considoi,,ition.

Fak iSaghiyyah

Cha~rg6 d'Affaires a.i.

C -- - -



Co-ordinator of Assistance for Reconstruction 15 May 1981
and Development of Lebanon ,Beirut

Ref: AD 211/2 (1/477)4 0

Dear Secretary-General,

I thought you might'b~e ±nte'reated in the point made in the~
followi±ng summnary of thiLý iorning's, editorial in Nah~r
(AMb~ssador TWE~'s mewsPaper):

"Ll~ditorialiste dlN-ýNAýLa1: Sadate et Begin se
comportent 4 11heu-re. actuelle comme si le fait
d'abattre un avion Israelien dams 14 Bgkaa, par des'
fus~es syriennes abat ggalenment la politique de
Camp David. Le fait d'abattre un avion de
reconnaissance isradlien prouve que l'41quilibre
strat~gique entre la,!Syrie et les Etats arabes
sans 'Egypte n'est pas sapd jusqu 'a nouvel'ordre~.
La Syrie A prouvd quq- la guerre avec Israel demeure
possible.' L'UPSS a~prouyg gue 1 'Amrique a besoln
du r~le sovigtiq~ue pour garantir la- 1a. actuel~le
avant mame le rý&Iement S4obal.. -Ainsi le, sloga~n:
"Typas de. guerre sans~ lEgypte" es-t tombd pour P-tie.
remplacE par la devise "pas, de paix sans, la Syrfie-."

~ tL~&kYours sincerely,

Iq Ak und
UN Co-ordinator

Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United N1ations

New 'York
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M Pay 1981

SECRETARY-GENERAL APPEALS FOR STRENGTHENING CEASE-FIRE IN LEBANON

The following statement was made on behalf of Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim last nighit, 1 May, by a United Nations spokesman:

The Secretary-Genetat has continued to follow closely the developments in
Lebanon. The situation remains tense and is still a cause for grave concern.
The Secretary-General, therefore, appeals to all concerned to make every
possible effort to preserve and strengthen the cease-fire and, to that end, to
support the endeavours of the Government of Lebanon to find a peaceful
solution to the present crisis.

The becretary-General has also instructed General W~illiam Callaghan, the
Commander of the Unitedi Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL), to appeal.
to all concerned with the situation in the south of Lebanon to co-operate in
restoring anci maintaining the cease-fire in that area.

F~r nforat~qmedia - not an officiall rie'crd

_ ._ _ . ........... ............. ........................... ....................... .... .................................................................................. .............. ....................... .....

- - - - .... ...... ...... I ............. I ..................... ................................. ................... I ................................. ............................. .......................... ............... ........................... -

Fnr informat;q,,n4

Press Release



LEBANON AND TEE MIDDLE EAST QUESTION:

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS A14D PERSPECTIVES /
Ghassan Tugni

at the

Council on Foreign Relations,

New York, May 4, 1981

This is the second time I have the privilege of sharing with the Council

some thoughlts on LEBANON AND THE MIDDLE EAST. My first instinct, when preparing

notes for today's meeting, was to go back to what I had submitted in April,

1977 -- and I rediscovered what many of us have said so many times, which is

today as true as ever:

"This was a war -- (the Lebanon's war) where everything was

possible, except ... victory! Not even illusions of victory could last

long ... Long enough, at least, to make peace a real possibility."

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The events of the past weeks have been of such poignancy, the crisis is

still so complex, the situation so universally volatile, the ceasef ire so frail,

so uncertain, that it would be -- to say the least -- pretentious to speak,

as I am asked, of future "PERSPECTIVES".

In fact, if one is to speak of perspectives, or even of options, very

little can be viewed from that "vantage point" (where I now work) called the

UNITED NATIONS -- and sometimes referred to as "THE GLASS HOUSE "..(nowadays,

I might add, a house of very fragile glass indeed!)

Mentioning the U.N., I must, at the outset, clearly state that I am not

speaking here -nor will I be answering questions -- in my official capacity.

I might also add that so little is nowadays left of official Lebanon, that it

would be too great a challenge even to pretend to represent anything nearing

a NATIONAL CONSENSUS.
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May I therefore suggest that you should listen to whet I shall say

with the indulgence usually claimed by testimonies of "spectator-actors" in

... "HAPPENITNGS", where the tragic meets the unintelligible, and where you

instantly move from the comic to the sublime!

Ladies and Gentlemen,

So much for an introduction. Allow me, however to add this: my exposg

shall be necessarily incomplete; it is designed to be a canvas, or, if you

prefer, to serve as a framework for a further discussion in the "question-and-

answer"f period. Rather than attempting to do a comprehensive, and in this

learned Council, certainly a superfluous in-depth analysis of events in Lebanon,

their background, the parties involved, their ramifications in Middle Eastern

relations, etc ... , I shall limit my remarks to an ANALYSIS OF CONCLUSIONS,

which I lay on the table for debate.

My FIRST conclusion is the following: that the notion, or rather,

the myth of the Moslem-Christian, or Leftist-Rightist confrontation, is now

almost totally dispelled. Surely, there still is a: Moslem-Christian aspect

to the war, insofar as Christians are involved -- or some Christians at least -

as a community, and inasmuch as the fate, the destiny, and the mission of the

Christian community is at stake, directly or indirectly. But it will take

infinite nalvet6 to picture what was happening in ZARLE, during the past month,

as a confrontation between Christians and Moslems.

Furthermore, the old, one-time fashionable, identification between:

the Christians and the Right, or the Moslems and the Left -- for whatever

Left and Right mean, or ever meant, in Lebanon -- is no less d~pass6.

My SECOND conclusion is that the more adequate -- and I dare say,

realistic -- description of what has been going on in Lebanon, for the past

seven or eight years, can be "capsuled" as follows:

EXTERNAL CONFLICTS were being projected into INTERNAL DIVISIONS. ...

Conversely, the CRISIS , 9RUCTURES were in turn explcr'~iig into

EXTERNAL WARS�- external in character, yet fought INSIDE Lebanon.
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For, having been once the Agora of the Middle East, Lebanon has now

become the Arena, or, better still, the Thea ter!..

My THIRD conclusion is that the Lebanese Arena was so unique, and

so syndromatic, because it was constantly lending itself to TRIANGULAR wars.,

and triangular alliances, as well.

May I now propose that we now pursue this analysis as a GAME OF TRIANGLES,

which should lead us, dialectically, to our ultimate conclusions.

The contending Parties were never two, and never alone ... So, they

could never agree, they could never dialogue, nor have even the semblance of

a positive encounter. Furthermore, no party could be allowed to score total

victory, or suffer total defeat. This phenomenon can best be understood by

going back to the origin of the war: the Lebanese-Israeli relationship.

Here appears the FIRST TRIANGLE: for, in this relationship, there

entered a third party: the Palestinians.

Whereas Lebanon considers itself bound by a "General Armistice Agreement

with Israel" -- signed in 1949, and confirmed since by innumerable Security

Council Resolutions -- war is being waged on the Lebanese border, and well inside

Lebanese territory, because of active Palestinian presence. Needless to say

that this-so-called "un-invited presence" was itself caused by earlier wars, which

drove fhe Palestinians out of their land, and created their "diaspora-in-revolt".

Seeking self-determination, and an adequate political expression of

national identity, the Palestinian Revolution -- broadly known as the P.L.O. --

could not possibly be dismantled, or expected to transform itself into some

sort of a permanent, pacific, GHETTO-IN-EXILE, perpetually looking across the

border at that other ghetto, the GHETTO-STATE of ISRAEL.

The Palestinians -- denied their basic right to at least the citizenship

of a homeland, and the ancient, yet now controversial "Right of Return" --

the Palestinians were driven, by a logic of despair, not only to fight and rebel,
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but to disrupt and destroy. Hence, the birth of a third, potential, ghetto:

the Lebanon that rejected the notion of Beirut, or Jounieh, as an ideological

short-cut to "Jerusalem reconquered".

This, in turn, led to a new phenomenon: the war of the THREE GHETTOS:

Israel -- the Ghetto-State, the Palestinians -- as a Ghetto-in-exile, and

Lebanon -- the Ghetto of rejection. This war, and the ensuring complex, and

often varying, triangular relationships -- Lebanon versus the Palestinians

versus Israel -- has undermined all efforts at restoring any form of peace.

Even peace through U.N. FORCES, such as in South Lebanon, became impossible

because of the absence of the basic prerequisite for peace-making: MUTUAL~

RECOGNITION between the warring parties.

Indeed: the U.N. Forces (UNIFIL), created in March, 1978, by the

Security Council, are the only forces of interposition that cannot resort to

the fundamental principle of peace-keeping: direct negotiations, and the

establishment of governing diplomatic instruments, as is the case, since the

Geneva agreements, on the Golan Heights, or, before Camp David, in the Sinai.

Thus, not only was the mission of UNIFIL and of the Security Council constantly

challenged and imperiled, but so is, and remains, the very security and basic

rights of all three parties.

x x x

From this first triangle, the TRIANGLE OF WAR, emerged a second triangle:

the TRIANGLE OF SECURITY. Equally paradoxical in nature, though diametrically

opposed in character, it was intended to be the framework within which would

be regulated, in perfect balance, the no less complex relations of: the

Lebanese, the Palestinians, and now, the Syrians.

Let me here elaborate on this point.

When the Syrian Army entered Lebanon, to become later the nucleus of

the ARAB DETERRENT FORCE, its principal, though unstated objective, was to

contain the Palestinian Revolution. It may be useful, particularly in the

-present context, to remember that the first armed resistance to the Syrians,

came from the P.L.O., at great cost to both.
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But, "taming the shrew" is a very complex, and often tragic game.

Hence, this second triangle -- which should have normally reflected a natural

geo-political harmony -- soon degenerated, because of imbalance, into another

war, and greater de-stabilization. The Syrian forces were progressively losing

their deterrent credibility, and soon discovered that they were becoming, more

often than desirable, a coercive, and sometimes offensive force.

Rather than becoming the catalyst, they were involved in disputes

which they were supposed to arbitrate and control. Furthermore, security --

internal security -- in areas under the full control of the Arab Deterrent

Force was constantly deteriorating, and feuds erupting even between factions

and groups whose loyalty to the Arab Deterrent Force was beyond questioning.

To military difficulties were added political complications, which drew

the Syrian regime itself into the worst possible quagmire: all three parties -

Syrians, Lebanese, and Palestinians, were now immersed in the quick-sands of

an ever-more elusive peace, with grave consequences for the stability of the

whole Middle East.

Instead of dis-deploying from Lebanon, and phasing out its military

presence, -- while encouraging the creation of Lebanese national security

structures -- Syria sought in Lebanon a way out of its Arab isolation.

x x x

This takes us now into a THIRD TRIANGLE: the TRIANGLE OF SAFETY,

which has an added regional dimension. Whence the poles of the new

relationship: Lebanon, Syria, and now the Arabs.

Drawing on its original Arab League mandate, as well as on its privileged

position as the principal representative of Arab radical rejectionism, Syria

upgraded its role vis-a-vis both the Lebanese and the Palestinians. From the

minimal security mission, there developed a maximal national mission, reminiscent

of irredentist nostalgiae, and of the traditional Arab yearning for the

restoration of unity. However, such political romanticism, irrespective of its

sincerity and of its historical legitimacy, could not fail to conflict with the

more pragmatic realities of actual Arab dispersion and rivalries.
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Soon, this third triangle led to greater, and broader, instability and

indecision. Lebanon's position was oscillating between Arab withdrawal, and a

grave, but timidly expressed, Arab concern for both its ability to survive,

and the danger it had become to itself and to others alike. Similarly, the

Palestinians were finding it increasingly difficult to reconcile their logic

of revolution with the incompatible imperatives of their new relationship with

Syria, with the Lebanese, and more particularly, with Arab States whose support

to the "Holy Cause" had always been contingent upon the P.L.O.'s ability to

retain freedom of movement, a freedom of choice in selecting alliances, and

an autonomy in decision-making. Furthermore, there was a growing malaise,

within the complex fabric of general Arab inter-politics, due to the fact that

Syria was thus assuming an importance that was not universally welcome.

x x x

Increasingly conscious of its relative, but growing Arab isolation,

(despite its privileged position within this third "TRIANGLE OF SAFETY"), Syria

moved to a new dimension, with a fourth triangle: the TRIANGLE OF ALLIANCE.

Indeed, it was expectable, and probably normal, that Syria should then

become permeable to some novel form of Soviet assistance. The fourth triangle,

born after the Moscow treaty of October, 1980, was by far the most destabilizing

for both Lebanon and the region. Inf art, itwas itself a-most Uns table f ramework:

here was a country, Lebanon, traditionally and explicitly pro-western, which will

now harboi;, an Army -performing a dissuasive mission, necessarily strained by

its Soviet connection.

In-all fairness, one must admit that the potential dilemma was late in

projecting itself on the terrain. The Lebanese Army continued to receive

assistance and weapons from the United States and Europe, while the Lebanese

Government found itself able to vote at the United Nations against the invasion

of Afghanistan. It was the political, not the military strain -- due to mounting

superpower confrontation -- which imbalanced the Lebanese, Syrian, Soviet

"Triangle of Alliance" in a manner that brought the crisis, locally and region-

ally, to an unprecedented threshold of "danger to international peace and

security".

x x x
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As all analyses of Middle Eastern affairs should, by necessity go through

some "vicious circle" -- in one form or another -- Lebanon's imprisonment in

the "Four Triangles" could not be total, without a return, unforgivable as it

may be, to ... Israel!

The form was a FIFTH triangle, which we shall describe as: the

"COUNTER-ALLIANCE". In this triangle, very oddly, the -three poles are:

LEBANON, SYRIA, and ISRAEL.

The circle is thus closed,, very viciously indeed, as Israel was already

present in the very first triangle. The movement of encirclement is now complete:

1. In the beginning, there was:

Israel, the Palestinians, and Lebanon,

in a TRIANGLE OF WAR.

2. Then came a SECURITY TRIANGLE,

the poles of which were:

Lebanon, the Palestinians, and Syria.

3. This developed into

the SAFETY TRIANGLE of:

Syria, Lebanon, and the Arabs.

4. Finally, there camne

the TRIANGLE OF ALLIANCE:

Syria, Lebanon, and the Soviet Union.

Israel, which had disappeared from the game, was bound to surface again,

being the core of the Middle East crisis, and the principal, and strongest single

protagonist. Its role in this new triangular relationship will prove to be of

the strangest nature: not being a natural ally of either Lebanon or Syria, nor

being in direct declared war with either of the two, its part could, and should

have only been both distant and passive.

Yet, the case proved otherwise. Vis-a-vis Lebanon, Israel's role has

now come out in the open: as the illegitimate supporter of its "enemy's

enemy" . Its role vis-a-vis Syria is by far more sophisticated and completx.

Some Israeli analysts called it: the "OPEN GAME STRATEGY". It was described,
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in simplified terms, as an exchange of signals about so-called "red-lines",

-- mythical, but effective -- which should put to each party's action a limit-of

tolerance, dictated by the other party's illegitimate, but recognized interests.

This undeclared "game", does not seem to necessitate -- as said by the

analysts -- any direct communication between Syria and Israel, as was the case

with the Lebanese factions, fighting sometimes the P.L.O., sometimes the

Syrians, and sometimes both.

Yet, only this "game"~ can explain how each and every party was allowed

enough leeway, and enough assistance to survive and fight, but never to win a

war: the so-called "Christian militiae" could not be allowed to be "annihilated"F

... but nor could the Syrian Army be allowed to be vanquished. As for the

Palestinians, their lot was not different from that of all guerrillas: they

win wars when they do not lose them, whilst armies lose wars by not winning.

They will be consoled by proclaiming: that guerrillas invest military defeats

into political victories, while armies, and governments, even when striking

"pre-emptively", can only harvest political defeats from unfinished military

victories.

- IV -

Our analysis brings us now right to the point of the present

international crisis.

As a Lebanese, I only find one description to it: it is in the process

of becoming not a war of Lebanese against Syrians, nor a war of Palestinians

against Syrians, Lebanese, or even Israelies ... nor of course, a war of Arabs

against Arabs, or of Soviets against Americans ... let alone Christians and

Moslems, or Leftists and Rightists, etc..

It now simply is, or risks to become, a Syrian-Israeli "strategic

dialogue" -- with the two superpowers primarily interested in the performance

of their clients. Should this so-called dialogue mean WAR or PEACE, in both

cases, Lebanon, we know, is the CASUALTY -- as this shall either be an

incomplete peace, preparing for a total war, or an incomplete war, unlikely

to lead to a final peace.

x x x
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This "analysis of conclusions", presented in the form of five triangular

relationships within which Lebanon is imprisoned, is not in reality a definitive

conclusion in itself. One could have carried the game indefinitely, speaking of

the triangular relations, and therefore triangular crises, which have rendered

shaky and temporary even the settlement of internal conflicts, let alone the

more fundamental solutions of intermestic problems. Hence, the now universal

description of Lebanon as a "fragmented" society, or the no less popular

qualification: the "Precarious Republic".

Pleading for my country, allow me to say that never, and to no other

situation, has the stigmatic description of a SIDESHOW been more applicable.

While the only real war was being fought in Lebanon, during six, seven, or even

eight years, the search for peace, real or illusory, was pursued, and still is

pursued, everywhere else.

And what about the inventory of forces, confronting in the Lebanese

arena? The investment in man-power, in military hardware, in ammunitions,

in efforts, in time, in money.

All this by far surpasses Lebanese capabilities, and is far beyond the

scope of Lebanese issues and problems. Furthermore, it cannot be commensurate

with, nor contingent upon a purely LEBANESE SETTLEMENT. In fact, it renders

such a settlement utterly unfeasable, if the "Five Triangles" that emprison

Lebanon are not broken, and if the HOSTAGE COUNTRY is not set free: free to

move upward, into a new pattern of regional, we well as international relations.

But can the sideshow -- or rather: has the sideshow become center-stage?

To many, judging by present international interest, the game may have

been reversed, and this may be the beginning of the end.

x x x

Much as I would like to be a "professional optimist" -- which diplomats

are usually cautioned against by academics -- allow me not to preach so much

hope, without calling for greater realism. In this spirit, I would like to

re-emphasize the TWO-TIER character of the Lebanese War: it epitomizes all the

wars, as well as all the revolutions of the Middle East ... Yet, peace in Lebanon
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cannot, and indeed, should not wait for the final settlement of the Middle East

Question. If there is to be real peace in the Middle East, Lebanon should not

be the final phase, but rather the beginning, as well as the teleological end.

At this stage, I should like to conclude my expos6 by stating the

reasons, and the means, by which what is to us, Lebanese, a MORAL TIMPERATIVE,

must, to the world, now become a STRATEGIC NECESSITY.

ONE: Born of the Palestine Question, but not contributing to its

solution, the Lebanese Question stands now as equally dangerous, and much more

explosive than a half-century of Arab-Israeli wars and confrontations. Allowing

the Lebanese War to continue will lead to new conflicts which will imperil

every "peace effort"t , no matter how developed it now is, and may be conducive

to fundamental re-alignments that will ignite the FIFTH PALESTINIAN WAR: a war

which, given the present "strategic profile" of the parties, will not fail to

"tempt" Israel into precipitating its resort to the nuclear option, thus

creating the "apocalyptic" situation with which we are constantly threatened.

TWO: The far-reaching consequences of the Lebanese War -- cultural,

strategic, and geo-political -- will undoubtedly contribute to social and

economic tensions, as well as to the breakdown of polity in more than one

country, already sensitive to movements of radicalism or fundamentalism,

whether ideological or religious.

THREE: There was a lesson often overlooked in the Lebanese War, and

the crises that prepared for it, or followed. This lesson is that while the

LAWS OF GEOGRAPHY prove beyond doubt that you cannot govern Lebanon against

Syria, the no less imperative LAWS OF HISTORY prove that you also cannot rule

Lebanon from Damascus, or Baghdad.

It will always be dangerous -- (let alone the scientific fallacy) --

to seek to apply classic concepts of modern Western political theory to

socio-historic realities that are alien to Western culture. Notions of

natural frontiers, and the nation-state are only two examples of cases where we

should seek more pragmatic alternatives, such as "actual borders",- "communal

contrAc~ts", or merely "territorial integrity". Political societies in the Middle

East have been constructed, convergingly, around historical capital cities --



such as Cairo, Baghdad, or Damascus -- and not within desert boundaries,

mountain chains, or rivers..

If we were to tamper today with one set of actual borders -- as has been

the case in Lebanon, and elsewhere, such as Iran -- the volatile equilibrium of

the whole Middle East will chain-explode, from one country to another, with

cataclysmic consequences that cannot be foretold ...

FOUR: As the debate on the security of the GULF and ARABIAN~ PENINSULA

gains such importance, it may be relevant to remember that there is a political

lifeline from the Mediterranean to the Gulf, which is of equal, if not greater,

importance than the "oil lifeline", which goes from the Straits of Ormuz out

into the oceans, and unto the continents.

While it is militarily vital for the West to protect the point of export

of oil, it is no less vital, even in ultimate economic terms, to protect the

shores of import from which ideas and revolutions, wars and culture, and even

terrorism have for centuries been traveling into the Middle East. Recent

events -- some not totally unrelated to remote causes of the Lebanese War --

have proven beyond doubt that internal security (pure security, as well as

political and social) in some remote Oil States, is often influenced, if not

determined, by the market economy of ideas prevalent in Lebanon. It would be

superfluous to say that ideas always breed revolution and even terror, when

confronted with repression, and bred in a "chemistry" of frustration.

The Lebanese (not to speak of the Palestinians), have displayed such

ferocity -- both right and left, east and west -- in the defense of their

homeland, and of sometimes illusory ideals, that they may well become dangerous

accessories of change, if deprived of peace and a sense of self-fulfillment.

FIVE: It is now almost unanimously admitted that the fashionable

concept of "STRATEGIC CONSENSUS" may remain an abstract notion, or at best a

diplomatic cover, if it is not substantively supported by a political consensus.

Now, may I ask: where else, but in Lebanon, can this political

consensus be searched for, and probably found? For, where else are all the

parties to the Middle East war present and confronting?
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Even the problematic Soviet response is now there, on trial. For whereas

it may have appeared feasible to envisage a Middle East where the Soviets had no

role, a sobering consequence of the Lebanese War was that we soon discovered

that even Moscow could -- and sometimes should -- be called upon at least to
fexercise its influence", in order to prevent a dangerous escalation. Such a

call, we think, was both the recognition of a role, and a "premiere" invitation

to share in peace-making.

Is is not strange how History, unabridged, liberated from constraints

on communication, can here easily translate in terms of power politics?

My final words should be for, and from Lebanon.

The five reasons I gave to plead for peace first in Lebanon may, or

may not have been convincing. A certain realism might tell us that we are

condemned to become at best some "WEST BERLIN", at worst another CYPRUS ...

but most probably, the POLAND, or the FINLAND of our Arab Hinterland.

Yet, there is another realism, a realism coupled with faith, as well as

reason; and it commands us to seek, with all our friends, a surgical identifi-

cation, an insulation of the Lebanese Question, with a view to devising a gradual,

independent settlement. My "shrunken homeland" cannot forever accept itself as

internationally incapacitated. We all know that the freedom of choice, and of

action, of its legitimate government is now limited by the growing power of

illegitimate sub-states ...

But we also know that the country's resilience, the versatility, the spirit

of inventiveness, and the constant return to roots ... we know that all this,

while auguring of Liberty, may also mean a frightening aftermath toa- horrible war.

Shall we survive? ... We think so.

To us, Lebanon is NOT NEGOTIABLE, nor is it, to us and to others, so

easily DISPENSABLE. There can be no trade-off: one piece of territory, even

for a .... piece of peace!

It remains incumbent upon the Lebanese themselves to prove that they were

not, during a half -century of independence, another accident of history, or at best:

just another sublime, magnified question-mark in the tortured geography of the

Middle East.
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SECRETARY-GENERAL APPEALS FOR STRENGTHLENING CEASE-FIRE IN LEBANON

The following statement was made on behalf of Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim last night, 1 hay, by ai United Nations spokesman.

The Secretary-GenexaI haa continued to foll~ow c lotiely the developments in
Lebanon. The situation remains tense and is still a cause for grave concern.
The Secretary-General, therefore, appeals to all concerned to make every
possible effort to preserve and strengthen the cease-fire and, to that end, to
support the endeavours of the Government of Lebanon to find a peaceful
solution to the present crisis.

The becretary-General has also instructed General Wvilliam Callaghan, the
Com~mander of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL), to appeal
to all concerned with the situation in the south of Lebanon to co-operate. in
restoring ana maintaining the cease-fire in that area.
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The Secretary-General has learnt with deep concern

of the renewed violence in Lebanon over the week-end

including, in particular, the indiscriminate shelling

of Sidon by the de facto forces following a serious

incident in the enclave involving the explosion of a

mine. He has just learned of further violence in

southern Lebanon, including exchanges of fire and air

strikes.

The Secretary-General deplores the loss of life,

the casualties and destruction wherever this occurs in

Lebanon. He once again urges all concerned to desist

from actions that perpetuate the cycle of violence and

that exacerbate tensions in an already critical situation.

20 April 1981
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,beirut (unardoL) 170 14 1333z
code restricted

to 0 waldheim unations geneva
f rom % akhund unardol beirut Lebanon

date :14 april 1981

number :unardoL 62

eyes only.

further to my teLegram unardoL 59, visited some affecte d
areas in wstbeirut today, danaqe reLativeLy sLight.

minister of social affairs told me reports of destruction and
casuaLties in various parts of the country have been greatly
exaggerated~. have arranged -to visit zahLe to-morrow toge-
ther with representatives of unicef etc. and some government

officials, situation in zahLe town itself is still relatively

insecure with firing by anonymous snipers. shall do best we
can in the circumstances. para. french initiative stpLL coming

in for criticism from some Lebanese Leaders. former prime

mini ter takieddine et soLh told me that initially mosLems
were not against the idea of internationaLisation but

stories of quote christian genocide unquote etc seem to put
them in the dock and therefore arouse opposition. however

they have confidence in the uuunnn in general and your
position in particular0 para. my feeling is that -there Is
scope for a useful initpative by you (Linder resolution 436
or othrwise) provided mat-ter is properly approached., endall
coL 14 1 981 62 59 456
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.newyork (unny) 500 150240z 6 ED (A L

code cabLe

to the gsecretary-generaL ooonnnLLLyyy geneva

from ahmed chef de cabinet newyork

date 14 apriL 1981

number cyzO19-04

i met president ofi security council this

evening. he very much appreciated your teLephone caLL and gave

me the foLLowing revised draft of 'the possibLe statement to
be made by him:
begin:

foLLowing consuLtations with the members of the security

counciL, i have been authorized as prespdent to make the foLLowing

stat emen-L.

1. the members of the security council are deepLy concerned

at recent events which have resuLted in widespread Loss of

human Life, suffering and destruction in Lebanon.

2. they emphasize the great need for continuing

restraint to avert the very serious dangers which further
fighting wouLd present and they strongty insist that

there must be an end to attacks from oqltsi~de against the

soverepgnty and territoriaL integrity of'Vion

5. they caLL for cowpLete respect for -the unity, the

independence, the nationaL sovereignty and ti-e territoriaL

integrity of Lebanon and for fuLL respect for the

Legitimate authority of its president and government.

4. they commend -Lhe vaLuabLe work in rendering

humnanitarian assistance done by the internationaL committee

o-f the red cross and they caLL upon aLL invoLved to



facilitate these efforts.
a5. they thank the secretary-general, for the efforts
which he has al~ready undertaken including his effort -to

provide humanitarian relief through his co-ordinator for
assistance and they request him to remain in contact with
the government of Lebanon. ends

*president dorr explained that throughout the afternoon
and the evening he had held consultations mainly with the
on-aLigned, soviet arnd chinese representatives. the
Latest draft seemed to be basically acceptable -to these re-
presentatives but there may still be minor changes. the
president has now sent the text to the french and the
united states representatives for their comments. he feels
that they may wish -to strengthen new paragraph 5 but doubts
if it wi~lL be possible to go very far in that direction.,

President dorr has promised to keep me informed of
developments so that i can convey them to you. he is ptanning
-to continue individual, consuLtations in the morning with the
expectation 'that it wou Ld be, possib Ic to have consu Itat ions
of the whole followed by a formaL me'etpng either Late in the
morning or earLy in the afternoon.,.endaLL
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.beirut (unardoL) 360 13 1444z 2_
code restricted

to : waLdheim unations geneva.

from : akhund unardoL. beirut, Leban n

date :13 apriL 1981

number :unardoL 59

reference your phone calL Last night. ~access to~ zahbe

difficuLt 'but hope to get there In day or two. the town Is

,stiLL cut off and Lacks provisions, water and eLectricity.

however red cross team was abLe yesterday to take out some
m~Ore wounded persons as weLL as five stranded foreigners.
the miLitary position is -that the syrians have obtained con-
troL from the phaLangists of the. su~rrounding hpLts and

attained their apparent miLitary objective. the cease-fire
may therefore stabiLize. para. franco-uuuISSS moves within and
outside the UUUnnn h.-ivc had mixed receptioni. thc phatangis~ts
and many christians weLcome prospect of internationaL
action but nationaL movement, Leftists (and perhaps aLso arab
countries) reject these moves as attempt -to quote internatio-
naLize unquote Lebanese probtem. prime minister wazzan toLd

french ambassador his government shouLd take no-action without
concurrence of Lebanese government, para. from a confidentiaL



s u urc e eye Learn -WLha in mcceting Last ýc~ck w,.jL h is Lamlc deLe-
gation from Lebanon president assad said coLon sub-para:
syr~ian troops entered Lebanon wpthout the aujthorization of any
third party and have no need for anyone' ý approvaL In order
to stay there because their presence is a nationat and arab
duty. the renewaL of the adf mandate by the arab League was
simpLy a recognition of our presence. he aLso said that the
red Line had been crossed at zabLe by israeL and the phaLan-f1
gists and that syria wouLd impose its controL of the interna-
tionaL route and on the hi LLs dominating zah Le come what may
para. foreign minister khaddam said to the deLegation that the
soviet-syrian friendship treaty wouLd come into operation on-
Ly in case of a miLitary attack against syrian territory itr
did not cover the situation in Lebanon, para. Last night at
his request eye met former premier rachid kararne who has been
-crying to put together an entarged national, front. he toLd
me that the franco-uuusss moves wouLd come to nothing and saw
recourse to reso Lution 456 as another form of internationaLi-
sation. he eaid he was optimistic now about a fruitfuL diaLo-
gue among the Lebanese because the phatangists had tried the
miLitary option and faiLed to obtapn resutts or -the hope for
israeUi intervention para. in my opinion high LeveL of pubLi-
city surrounding franco-uuusss moves is tending to sharpen
p0 Larisation between Lebanese partpes and hinder possibi Lity
of usefut Intervention by uuqnnn or yoursebif personaLLy at the
appropriate time. endaLL
coL 13 1981 59 436
nn nn
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most immediate

to: secretary general only. geneva

-from: urquhart, amman

date: 12 april 1981

rle my telephone conversatio6i with cottafavi:

i beLieve move proposed by united states would be counter
productive and would ccrtainLy give rise to wides pread
mis understandings or worse,

following are reasons:

a. during haigs visitaLthough to some extent corrected in Later
statements, one-sided, anti-syrian version of events has
been given, ignoring fact that zahLe con-frontation was triggered

by phaLangist military moves threatening a position which
syrian regards as strategically vitaL. certainly syrian reaction
was brutal and heavy-handed, but origins cannot be ignored.
nor can status of syrian -forces in Lebanon as arab League
deterrent force invited by Lebanese government. (a purely
personal observation - i believe haigq', ignoring of syria on
his trip is important psychoLog cail factor in present situation).
(b) it has not gone unnoticed that Lates--t statement ''diploma
tic initiative"' in lebanon emanates from france and united
states in paris. involvement of france in Latest Lebanese events
wiJdely commented on in area as electoral ploy p~romoted by Leba-
nese expatriates in paris. no repeat no reports this morning
ndica-te escalation o-f violence in Lebanon, although situation

ixkinains tense and Unreuo Ived.
(c) '~~'rnt 'IP~ - r -J



remains tense and unresolved.

(c ) from AlL my tatia in Lebanon (with qnoaye Is and chamoqn ,

julambLatt and nationaL movemento not to mention arafat) it is
clar that there is deep national division over 11 internationa-

Lisation'' of Lebanese problem except in south. Leaders of musLim
majority ( and prime minister wazzan) alL strongLy opposed

to internationatisation. this is reason why Lebanese government

alsotuteLy rules out resort to security council by Lebanon on this

matter. incidentaLLy, though very friendly, sarkis and boutros

showed no rpt no disposition to invoLve me in ceasefire matters

and would, I believe, find such un involvement, publicly announced

as such, politically most embarassing and not at all helpful.

(d) in wider context, i beLieve move suggested by us would put

you in very difficult position. as I understand it, us and france

have already gone -to secsrity council where, not unexpectedly,

dill icuLty is being eoncountered in qetliriq unanimous endorsemen-t
for presidential staitemecnt on Lebancse situation. many of haig's
statements while in area were widely resented and regarded as
total endbrsement of israeli position and blatant encour'agement of
nilitary ambitions o[ israe~ls aly, the phaLange. Later state-

ments modified this position, but -the damage was already done.
(incidentally the military ambitions of the phaLange, a mrinority

among Lebanese christians, are a source of very great concern
among the majority in Lebanon). us senate foreign relations comn-
mnittee's call yesterday for withdrawal of syrian troops from
Lebanon wiLL certainly intensify suspicious of american Intentions.
yesterday president assad strongly and publicly condemned us

policy on middle east and haig's statements during tour. in
circumstances i do not believe you should become publicly further
involved on this staqe, although all possible quiet and un-
PubLicised efforts to help defuse Lebanese situation should con-
tinue. In my view only such efforts can be useful, and public
qestures of a partisan kind will certainly harden syrian posi-
Lion and make matters worse in Lebanon.
(W) as a practical matter Lebanese army and government are hand-
king~ cease-fire matters, and there is little, in fact nothing,
that an outsider can do on the ground, excep-t In the humanitarian



nuo or-n the future usefu L he p can be given, akhund is in

beirut , has excettent reLations with A~t parties and knows

the situation weLL, he has great advantage that he is there

anyway and his presence cannot Lead to pohiticaL misunderstandings

wVhich wouLd certainty be caused by flew poLiticaL initiative.

such a new. initiative at this stage wouLd, in my view destroy any

possibiLity of a usefut future tin rote In Lebanon.
()as -far as my programme is concerned, i am seeing jordanian

foreign minister and prince hassan very informaLLy this morning,,
since it seemed usefuL *to know their views and they indicated
interest in contact. i have appointments with begin, shamir and
others on un and israeLi sides on monday and tulesday. i am due to
go to damascus on wednesday at syrian insistence. unfortunatcty
AUt these arrangements have been heaviLy puhLicized especiL~y by
israetis. if 1 now canceL thorm and return to beirut, where from
experience i know 1 can do LittLe or nothing of practicaL use at
this stage, impression wiLL be given of responding soLeLy to us/
french dipLomatic initiatives. in ALL circumstances I think
this wouLd be poLiticaLLy unwise and not practicaLLy hetpfut. it is
even just conceivabLe that my taLks in damascus wiLL be heLpfuL
in generaL context.

2. i apoLogize for this very tong cabLe, i witt caLL you from

jorusatem between 1700 and 1800 hrs this evening (sunday).
endaLL.

cot cAd

nn n n

wideLy commented on in area as eAectoraL pLoy promoted by teba-

nese expatriates In pariso no repeat no reports this morning

ndiaieescaLatinn of vLflqKp~~hnch iitir
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MJs/atk cc:/. File: UNIFIL
xRef: Lebanon hi: RA/XX/G-MM/AKU/AIF

24 Msarch 1901.

Dear Mr. &mbassador,

On behalf of the Secretary-Ge.neral, I should like'
t'-o thank you for your letter of 17 March 1981 conveying
a mý,essage from His Excellency Mr. Fouad Boutros, Deputy
Pri:me Minister and Minister. of Foreign Affairs ofl Lebanon.

Thle Secretary-General would appreciate it if you
could ki~ndly 'transmit the following reply to hir. Boutros:

,-I wish to thank you for yourmn es sage concemning
the death of several members of the Nigerian
contingent serving with the United Nations Interim.
Force in Lebanon (UNTIFIL), as rwell as the wounding
of a number of other Nligerian soldiers.

On this very sad occasion, your message of
condolence and your kind words with regard to the
dedicated work carried out by the Nigerilan
conitingert in UNIFIL were deeply appreciated'..

Ple'ase accept, Mr. Ambassador, thec assurances of my
highest consideration.

A-lbert Roharn
-Director

its rxcelle-ncy
Mr. Cahassan Tueni
Permanent Representative of

Lebanon to the United Nations
New York



PERMANENT MISSION OF

LEBANON
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

Ref: 317/Th/28

Excellency:

4

46UNITED NAIONS PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. 01 (212) 355-5450-1

(//March 17, 1981 MAtR

I have the honor to convey to Your Excellency
the following message from H.E. Mr. Fouad Boutros,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs
of Lebanon:

"The Government of Lebanon deeply regrets the
death of one officer and one non-commissioned
-officer of the Nigerian contingent serving with
UNIFIL, as well as the wounding of a numiber of
Nigerian soldiers.

"The Government of Lebanon deplores the incident
and wishes to extend to Your Excellency, to the
Commander of the Force, and to the Nigerian contingent
its sincere appreciation for the task which the
contingent discharges with dedication and courage.

"The Ambassador of Lebanon in Lagos has accordingly
been instructed to convey the condolences of the
Lebanese Government to the Nigerian Government and to
the families of the officers concerned."

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

Pe ent entative

ll.E. Mr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary General
United Nations
New York, N.Y., 10017

iT- 2
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The President of the Security Council presents his

compliments to the. members of the Security Council and

has the honour to transmit herewith, for their information,

a copy of a letter dated 3 March 1981 from the Charg6

d'Affaires a.i. of the Permanent Mission of Lebanon to the

United Nations addresseo to the President of the Security

Council. This communication will be issued as a document

of the Security Council under the symbol S/14391 at 1500

hours today.

3 March, 1981



PERMANENT MISSION OF

LEBANO N
TO THE UNITED NATIONS 866 UNITED) NATIONS PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017, (212) 355- 5460-1

317'/lb/24i

3, March 1981

Excellency,

On instructions from my Government, I have the honouxr to

request you to call a meeting of' the Security Council to address

itself' to the continuing problem of' repeated Israeli aggression

against Lebanon.

Please accept-, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

conideration.

Fakhri Saghiy-yah

Chargd d'Affaires a.i.

H. E. Mr. Peter Florin
President of' the Security Council
New York, N.Y.
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LEBANON IASINO

TO TH E U NIT ED NATIONS 616 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. .01 (212) 355-546-0,I

Ref: 317/1b/28 i-Mrh1,18

t17Mach 1, 191 JMAR ýc

Excellency:2)

I have the honor to convey to Your Excellency
the following message from H.E. Mr. Fouad Boutros,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs
of Lebanon:

"The Government of Lebanon deeply regrets the
death of one officer and one non-commissioned
officer of the Nigerian contingent serving with
UNIFIL, as well as the wounding of a number of
Nigerian soldiers.

"The Government of Lebanon deplores the incident
and wishes to extend to Your Excellency, to the
Commander of the Force, and to the Nigerian contingent
its sincere appreciation for the task which the
contingent discharges with dedication and courage.

"The Ambassador of Lebanon in Lagos has accordingly
been instructed to convey the condolences of the
Lebanese Government to the Nigerian Government and to
the families of the officers concerned."

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

Pe et e entative

H.E. Mr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary General
United Nations
New York, N.Y., 10017



mJS/atk cc: G File: UNIFIL
xflef:- Le~banon bf:- RA/XR/GMM/AI(U/AkF

24 March 1981

Dear Mr. Ambassador,

on behalf of the Secretary-General, I should like
to thank you for your letter of 17 March 1981 conveying
a message from His Excellency Mr. Fouad Boutros, Deputy
Prime Minister and ministert of Foreign Affairs of Lebanon.

The Secretary-General would appreciate it if you
could kindly transmit the following reply to Mr. Boutros:

wI wish to thank you for yourmutessage concerning
the death of several members of the Nigerian
contingent serving with the United Nations interim
Force in Lebanon (UrIFIL) e as wrell as the wounding
of a numbear of other Nigerian soldiers.

On this very sad occasion, your message of
condolence and your kind words with regard to the
dedicated work carried out by the Vigerian
contingent in UNIFIL wedeeply appre-ciated.1

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of may
highest consideration.

Albert Roban
Director

His Excellency
Mr. Obassan Tueni
Permanent Representative of

Lebanon to the United nations
Nlew York
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PERMANENT MISSION OF

LEBANON
TO THE UNITED NATIONS 866 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017,(212) 355-5460-1

317/lb/2)4

3, March 1981

Excellency,

on instructions from my Government, I have the honoutr to

request you to call a meeting of the Security Council to address

itself to the continuing problem of repeated Israeli aggression

against Lebanon.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest

conideration.

Fakhri Saghiyyah

Charge' d'Affaires a.i.

H. E. Mr. Peter Florin
President of the Security Council
New York, N. Y.

. I -



The President of the. Securi .ty Council presents hi~s

compliments- to the members of the S'ecurity Council and

has the honour to transmit herewith-, for their information,

a copy of a letter dated 3 March.1981 from the Charg6

d'Affaires a.i. of the Permanent Mission of Lebanon to the

United Nations, addressejý to the President of the Security

Council. This communication will be issued as a document

of the Security Council under the symbol S/14391 at 1500

hours today.

3 March. 1981
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PERMANENT MISSION OF 4

LEBANON
TO T HE: U NITED N AT ION S 0030 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017, (2l2) 35S. 5460.1

Exccllency,

on instructions from my Government I have the hon~,utr
to bring to yniir attention, once mor, rt sorious aind unprovoked
aggression committed by Israel against Lebanon.

During the night of 22-23 February instant, at 2205 hours,
five. isracli 1101 100Ipt.ern Inn~led troopa nfoExr the villahge of Krour,
northwest of Irabatiyeh. This operation was carried out under the
cover of heavy artillery shelli~ng of the area, with concentration
on the following villages: Beaufort, al-1lamwa, Yuhinor, Kfar Tibnit,
Horshi en-Nabi Talier, aJ.-jurmoq and Nabatiyeh.

The operation lasted 14 hours and as a result 7 persons were
killed and 3 wounded, 2 houses were demolished and a large number
of livestock destroyed.

This blatant act of aggression, yet again, violates the United
Nations Charter, and the Lebaneselsraeli Armisticef Agreement of 19149,
and constitutes a serious challenge to the Security Council'sa attempts
to restore peace to South Lebanon.,

I should be most Sri~teful if you can have this let-ter circulated
as an official docimient of the General asscrably undor the item entitled
"The Situation in the Middle Eiast.,

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.,

Fakhri Sa&4iyyah

Charge dM'ffaircs a.i.
IT. E6 Dr. Kurt Wna tihcim
The Secretary-General
United Nations
New York

I'o
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PERMANENT MISSION OF

LEBANON
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

REP: 317/lb/19

H.E. Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary General
The United Nations
New York

((r U i' / RECEIVED
FF 2t~ I- '981

30 January 1981

Excellency,

I On instructions from my Government, I have
the hýonour to bring to your attention the latest acts
of aggression committed by Israel against my country.

29 January 1981

At 1400 hours Israeli warplanes raided the
area around Ain el-Heiwe, near Sidon.

At 1410 hours, 4 Israeli aircraft raided two
localities in the Tyre pocket:

1-The station of Kharba Ma'shouq,
2-The village of Jaroudlyeh north of Bourj

esh-Shemali.

Between 1410 and 1420 hours 2 Israeli warplanes
dropped 4 bombs on Mazra'at el-Luwaizeh near al-Aishiyeh.

Between 1415 and 1420 hours 1 Israeli plane
dropped a bomb on the Khiami area north of the village
of West Zawtar, near Nabatiyeh.

At 1730 hours Israeli aircraft raided the villages
of Rumaileh, iiI-Awwali, Wadi ez-Zelneh and Almat.

Prelimanary reports speak of 8 people killed and
4R wounded, as well as of extensive material damage to
property.

30 January 1981

Between 0930 and 1200 hours, Israel shelled the
following areas: en-Nabi Taher, Kfar Tibnit, el-Jurmoq and
al-Hamra.

058 UNITED NATIONS MLAZA, NEW YORK~, N, Y. 10017,(212) 305-S460-1
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Casualty figures and damage to property, as of the

% time of reporting these attacks, could not be determined.

My Govornment wishes to protest strongly against
these unwarranted attacks on my country. This continuing cycle
of violence violates the Lebanese-Israeli Armistice Agreement
of 1949, and tlio various Security Council Resolutions on South
Lebanon. This escalation and the wanton use of air raids
undermine the efforts made to reactivate the ILMAC, and
constitute a serious threat to the Implementation of UNIFIL'8
mandate.

I woulUl be most grateFul if Your Excellency can be
kind enough to have this letter circulated as an official
document of the Security Council and of the General Assembly
under the iterni: 1 The Situation in the Middle East."

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

Fakhri Saghiyyah

Charge d'Affaires a.i.
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